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AMEMGM
"With Malice toward None, with Charity for
ROY, Mora County,

Volume XIV.

Gets Better Job

HAIL STORM
Thousand Acres of Wheat
Destroyed

large degree.
Many fields in that vicinity
were hailed out and the ripe
wheat pounded into the ground
but no stock was killed or is not
reported. The hail covered a
strip 2 miles wide and 12 miles
long starting a mile south of Geo
Cochranes and stopping just
north of Chicosa ranch. Another
hail strip caught Frank White
and some of his aaeaghbors, and
George Ray coining in from the
new bridge on the river reports
hail piled up in huge piles at the
bridge site. Roy liad only a
sprinkle and the country to. he
south and east missed it All. Lt
is going to be a season of suspense for wheat farmers' until
the wheat is in stack and bean
growers will not reaUy pray for
hail along with their rain.
One of the heaviest tosses was
on the farm of Mrs. Earl Txihle
of Mt- - Vernon, Indiana. 100

acres of the best wheat m the
mesa was a total loss, the house
occupied by the Merrill Bros,
was so wrecked that it had to be
and repaired beforé
they could live in it. The Joes is
estimated between $2,000 And
ed

$3,000.

iound 15 acr.es oí
by the hail
destroyed
his wheat
the crop .on
.of
storm but the rest
uninjured.
his farm
Prof- - Russell

des-- f

troyed by hail for the third year
He had hail iasur
in succession.
anee this tiene and will get a rebate on his loss.

"Casey" White reports $2,500.
damage at his place in 15 min-

Miss Eugenia Roy ha3 sent
her resignation to the Roy School
Board as teacher of the 5th and
6th grades, and hts accepted a
position elsewhere this fall. It
is amattor of regret to the many
patrons of the Roy School that
she will not return but we cannot hold her from a larger field
of usefulness.
Miss Roy made a splendid re
cord in the Roy schools. Her
grades were kept to the highest
point of proficiency in the regular course and in addition she
and the children under her
charge gave the school a library
of over 200 books with book
cases to keep them in and did
much educationally outside the
regular work.
Miss Roy has
left a decided influence for good
with her pupils here which will
never be forgotten.
She is
attending Summer School in
Denver this summer and fitting
herself for the higher salaried

"J.

R. Melton's farm was in the
very center of the hail belt His
crop was pounded into the ground
and his house and barn nearly
destroyed. Both buildings had
to be repaired before they "could
be occupied.

Prof. Russell found plenty of
mud and evidence of hail on his
Route trip Monday. The hail
cut into his wheat some but most
of it was uninjured.
Will Dunn was another victim

the hail It destroyed his

of
bean field utterly. He is cheerful about it and has contracted
the job of painting Dr. Self's
Hospital and several other jobs
and is thankful he has two hands
and a trusty paint brush left

Fred Mefferts wheat waa hailed on and about half destroyed.
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HELP THESE PEOPLE
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Dr. Q. .A. Sales, of St. Louis
arrived last week and is as
sociated with Dr. C. Plumlee in
his hospital work and practice Mrs. Al. S. Hanson submit' ei
kene. Dr. Sales comes with the to an operation at Dr. Plumlee's
highest recommendation as a Hspital Wednesday afternoon.
surgeon and general practitioner She rallied nicely and is getting
along fine with every prospect
John O. Gallegos and wife for complete recoarery.
came home from Denver Satur
day and will live-otheir 'ranch- Urs. Fan Dietterich is holding
for
for a time. Jack has been em- down a job as
ploy ad vin the city gas, plant in the Bridge crew at Red River.
Denver fof ;ithe pest year and She rides eight miles from her
kept, a string on his job In case home to the river and back twice
he wants to go back.
eicn aay, aoes ner dook woik
and helps run the farm besides.
Wolcott Russel called Monday This would be 3trenuous work
and leftdlhe address of the Re for some ladies but not for her.
creation itoom, Where the boys
all go to 3ead ihe home papers Mrs.
J. Floersheim returned
for us to send the
to at Fort Saturday
from a visit with her
Bliss. He says were are 20 or
1. C. FíOershefen andcth.'r
sm,
more boys in the Accounting Defriends in Springer.
partment witlh hhn wiho left good
positions with from $100. to $150
Mrs. F.. A. Roy returned Satur
a month to enter, the Government day fsrom Mora, where she atservice. He has improved in
tended the second meeting of
health and appearance more than
the County School Board last
the difference iin Salary and hopweek.
es the scrap will be settled before the boy? hare to anore of The sheep men are just bethem go across.
ginning the delivery of the wool
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New Fostoffrce
Postmaster Wm. G. Johns-- r
received directions last week t
move the postoiTo to the Norli.
room of the new Floersheim
block. He will remain in the o!c
building untP the new fixtures
arrive and are in place. The
Floersheim Co, has ordered a
$2,500.00 set of fixtures by telegraph and when installed and occupied Roy will have as large s
Postofficeas any town in this
part of the state. The room is
built especially for a Post office
with large vault, and side door
for carriers, concrete floor and
good light It is lighted electric
ally and heated by steam from
the plants installed in the building. A ten year lease has been
accepted by the Department and
build- modern
with a
all
pride
to
ing it is a source of
Roy.
who are interested in

S-- A.

d.

Pete Gibson's farm was also
in the hail belt His house was
.damaged and the crop destroyed.

Ti.

HELP THE f)ED CROSS

S--

Mo.

One lump of ice came
through the roof into the house.
breaking through the middle of Commissioner W. H. Willcox
an inch board covered with
and wife returned Friday from
their trip to Denver in their car.
Thejr had rain and muddy roads
Jphs DavenDort reports about
most of the time tbey were gone
half his wheat threshed out of and were surprised to find it dry
the heads by the hail storm, He here still.
will thresh the rest of it.
utes.

rub-beroi-

j

Wednesday and rented a house.
The idea seemed to be ' 'Preparedness" for later in the evening
he started to Raton in the new
"Dodge" accompanied by Miss
Minnie Waggonner, and we have
every reason to believe when
they return they will start house
keeping together.
We have been expecting this
tor a long time and aw more
than well pleased with this ending of a pretty little romance.
Will is a prince of good fellows
and one of Roy's best young
men. He is retiring N. G. of the
I. O. O. F. Lodge in Roy and he
has driven a car over about all
the roads in Northern "N. M.
The bride is a daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Waggonner, of
Mills and has a homestead of her
own in the Palouse country. She
has been with her sister, Mrs.
J, F. Arnett, at the Home Restaurant in Roy, where she has
been indispensable in the dining
lTDom for a long time.
but voices a univerThe
sal sentiment when it expresses
for them the hope for happiness,
beyond their most rosy dreams,
and prosperity to match.
They will beat home after the
prescribed probational period, at
the Mrs. T? M, Ogden residence
on the West Side.

positions to which 6he aspires.
She is to be succeeded by Miss
Hoelz, of Madison, Minnesota,
who has taught several years in
New Mexico Schools and has recommendations indicating
she
will be a worthy successor to the
the position.

-

n ?ort

Waggoner-Dav- e

Will Davenport, Cheffeur, for
in the Roy Garage, called on us

Hail Storms, the bugaboo of
the wheat raiser, have been very
scarce here this summer but the
first one landed Sunday night
and destroyed several fields of
wheat damaging other crops in
some localities and ruining the
roofs of a number of houses.
J. L, Swaim reports continuous hail for more than half an
hour at his place and lumps of
ice more than an inch in diameter were drifted in heai and
still lying on the ground by the
wagon load next morning. His
crop was badly smashed but he
hopes the moisture will bring it
on and repair the damage in a

Ad Harrison had his crop

New Mexico,

and with Finnneit in the Right"
Saturday,
Jum zt, 1917.
AH,

clip for this season and the store
rooms will soon be filled with
wool sacks. There will be Jess
wool to market than in previous
years.

Prof. Carrol Belknap, of the
public schools of Capitán, N. JLj
has been visiting his parents,
O. H. Redd, writes from IL .
Agent and Mrs. C. C. Belknap,
Navy Training Station at San
the depot in Roy the past
Mrs." P. P. Branch, and daughDiego, to friends here 'sending at
week or more,
ters, Anna and Tillie were callhis picture in "Jackie" uniform
ed to Taos, this week by the illthe asking for a copy of the
Misses Nettie and Vivia Griner
Says it will look good to him or
ness of Mr. Branche's brother's
accompanied their sister and
wife. Mrs. Isabelita Branch of
anything else from Roy wquld brother-in-laMr. and Mrs.
Rincón. Meantime Carlos and
be welcome. He is training and
Norman to Ute Park last week
Ee my are batching it at home.
will soon be chasing
where they are camping, fishing
and having the right sort of outMrs. Rev. Russel accompanied
A little five year old daughter
ing. ' The Norman's drove in
her son, Wolcott to Tucumcari
of Mr. ami Mrs. George Wagner,
last week in their car and will Tuesday on his return to Fort
of Palouse Valley was kicked
visit here for awhile on their re- Bliss.
in the head by a mule Tuesday
turn.
c,
and s$ seriously injured that the
u.. i:
o
will uc icu vy i,DO
x O v ti ...mi
I
takbrain was exposed. She was
Harmony Lodge. Daughters of
evening
Sunday
Opal Scott next
en to Dawson by Dr. SelF for an Rebekah, plans to initiate seven
is arprogram
An interesting
operation in the hope of saving new members into the Lodge, ranged and all are invited.
i
her life,
Friday evening, J uly 20th. and
also to install officers for the
B, Gan'ert has been appointed
Miss Adelia, Lucero, of Santa coming term, A good time is
Agent for Mora
Agricultural
Fe, daughter of Evaristo Lucero planned and it is hoped
it will be fhtintv bv the state through the
"
.
of Union County, left Monday pu&siuic
.
..
i
w ik Ap.r cu turai. college.
ivt iiii Hiemuers
A news
after a pleasant visit with friends present This is your invitation
story ms he has been learning
here.
if you have had no other,
at the feet of M. R. Gonzales ofMrs. Kenfro, of the South San Miguel Co. so, if he dont
Jesus Romero, left Thursday
í i T
n. to
nVimif fom n
i
ur..t.
Hote
for Ft. Bliss ip enlist in the InVegas Tuesday.
n the right roal to e.rn.
fantry,

O'CONNOR, RED CROSS
CHASER OF CYCLONES

meeting of all persons interested in the Red Cross Movement
wiil be held at the Church in
oy Monday, July 23rd, at 2.30
P. M. for the pursose of organ:'z
ing a Chapter. Your presence is
A

needed.

Rat.

Telegram
at Half
All official metiMUKes between Red
Hed
Crofis chapters and the AnwrU-aCroas headquarter! at Wuxhinctun
may now be sent at half rate. TIiIh
U a courtesy by "the Fontal and the
Western Union companies.' The nest
'step would seem to be the franking of
all official mall, not only between

fire-pro- of

Washington and chapters, but
business. This can come only
through congrefitíonal action.
Inter-chapt-

S-- A.

Hava You Jalncd Yctf
The Red Cross now has more than
1.200 regularly organized chapters In
the United States, with considerably
mora then 2,000,000 members.

"U-Boats- ."

,

"

,.

Mrs. Gertrude Hedgecock and
two sonsj , Miss Leora Hall and
Grandma McCurdy returned
Tuesday from Guthrie,
Okla.
where they have' been visiting
several months. They are glad
to get back to the high, to i
mesa and away from the intense
heat, 112 in the shade at times.

ij
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Over 1000 acres of wheit is
destroyed and as much more
summer "QP d imaged.
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The world Is full of rnlnbow
chasers, hut the one end only
official cyclone cliuscr is John J.
O'Connor, director of the central
division of the American Red
Cross, with headquarters at Chicago. The Red Cross Mnguzlne
has graphically told how he personally administered relief at
Newcastle and New Albany, Ind.,
when those cities were wrecked
by storms. But lt i not general- ly known that, tiptfhmlng with
the disaster at Muttoon and
Charleston, where 09 lrves were
lost, Mr. O'Connor directed re- lief work In 05 .communities
scattered over seven states I
Not only did he get calls for
help from several, of the nine
states then In his division, but
Washington ordered him to take
over the cyclone relief work In
Kansas and Oklahoma, which or- dlnarlly are administered from
Denver.
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MAKE YOUR CHOICE
IPS
RED CROSS OR I RON . CROSS
One of the most striking phrases expressive of the duty of evety American to uphold the Red Cross lá thut-o- f
J. Roe rurctinw, editor of a trade paper In Clilcogo. Here Is what he telle
his readers:
"You'd better bear the Red Crow
burden row than bear the Iron Crow
burden nil the rest of your life."
Never was spoken a truer word; The
titmt appeal o(! the Red Cross won tor
$TO0,'00O.00O,'
which means about ft
per capita. This fund Is for the cm
of sick and wounded soldiers, and (he
lands.
dvsUlute'ln
Hut when the German heel la stamped down upon a land Belgium, Ser- -'
bla, 1' ola nd, Roumanla, France as far
as the crown prince has been able te
go there is no such thing as a contribution ; It Is confiscation. Why, mora
money has been ravished from the one
city of Brussels than the Red Cross
asked for Its whole first year campaign. Millions of dollars In "finen"
are taken from every Belgian city every month. Only a few weeks ago a
fine of millions was Imposed on Brussels because a newspaper published Dy
Belgluns In England bad printed
Itory of German savagery.

THE

All EPITOME OF
LATE UVE NEWS
RECORD OF THE
OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

CONDENSED
-

PROGRESS

FROM ALL SOURCES
DOINQ8, ACHIEVE
MENT8, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

SAYINGS,

Wiatiri Newepapar

Unloa riewa aarviaa,

ABOUT THE WAR
Italian have captured Dollna, north
west of Belo, on the Carso.
The American steamer Kansas was
torpedoed, with the loss of lour Uves.
Germans claim capture of 1,200 pris
oners and gain of 600 yards on Yser.
French airmen brought down ten
German flyers and drove eight behind
their own lines.
American government believes its
aim for world democracy will not be
accomplished until people rule In Ger
many.
Bethmann-Hollweannounces that
Germany cannot announce terms of
peace and must conquer and demand
annexations.
The British battleship Vanguard
blew up and sank on July 9, says an
official statement Issued by the Brit
lsh admiralty.
Only fourteen vessels of 1,600 or
more tons were sunk last week by
a decrease of two over the
preceding week.
General Korniloff's capture of Halies and Kalusx, the German army
base In the east, places Lena berg In
Imminent danger.
The relchstag on a strike pending
the settlement of the German reform
tangle. Von Bethmann-Hollweis re
ported to be in power.
Tien Tsln, China, Republican head
quarters reports that 8,000 troops of
Gen. Chang
Hsun, the monarchist
leader, surrendered in the Temple of
Heaven after a fight of two hours
On a front of nearly fifty miles from
Halles to the foothills of the Car
pathians, the Russians have advanced
westward across the Lomnlca and
north across the Dniester, capturing
several villages and important enemy
positions.
General Kornlloff is still pressing
the
back and has occupied two towns on the west bank
Of the Lomnlca river. The Russians
captured 2,000 prisoners and SO guns
at Halles, and from July 8 to 10 cap
tured more than 10,000 prisoners.
g

g

Austro-German-

s

WESTERN
New Mexico mine operators refuse
to recognize union.
Hope of early settlement of Globe- Miami strike vanishes.
t Strike leaders declare I. W. W.'s
are not under German Influence.
Two men were killed at Blsbee,
Aris., while deporting 1,100 I. W. W.'s,
Guy U. Hardy, of Canon City, Colo.,
of the Na'
was elected
tlonal Editorial Association.
At Bemidji, Chippewa Indians of
Minnesota, In council, gave suffrage
to their women by a vote of two to
one.

Fire swept three buildings and
threatened half a dozen others in the
Black Belt in East St Louis, 111., in
dlcating a renewal of the race rioting
The maximum price on December
and May com futures was lowered
from $1.65 to $1.28 by action of the
directors of the Chicago Board of
Trade.
Mrs. Mary C. C. Bradford, superin
tendent of public instruction of Colo
rado, was elected president of the
National Education Association at
Portland, Ore.
Senator Ashurst of Arizona received
injuries to his right arm and shoulder
when an awning, being lowered over
a sidewalk on which be was walking,
fell and knocked him unconscious.
Chicago has 125,000 flourishing food
gardens, covering 14,000 acres, and
the state of Illinois 360,000 gardens,
according to a survey by the National
Emergency Food Garden Commission.
The metal mine workers' union at
Butte, Mont, Issued a' call to every
metal mining camp in the United
States to send delegates to Denver
cot later than Aug. 1 to organize a
new international organization which
Will Include Canada.
Iowa led the United States in 1916
In the number of motor cars registered in proportion to population.
She had one car for every 11 persons.
California was a close second with
one car to ejrery 12 inhabitants. Nebraska and South Dakota had one for
every 13.

FOREIGN
British announce air raid on enemy
fleet off Constantinople.
Earthquake causes damage in Suva,
Fiji Islands and Friendly Islands.
Traffic paralyzed in Toronto by
strike of 1,600 street railway em

CROPS

NEW MEXICO

STATE NEWS

ployés.

The war department announces that
an attack by Gen. Villa on Parral was
repulsed.
Prince Undine declares visit of
Italian commission to United States
was successful.
Swedish minister at Berlin la in
structed to protest against tporedo- ing of fishing boats.
The Finnish diet passed the second
reading of a bill virtually establishing
Finnish independence.
Russia is ringing with the name of
her latest war hero, Lieut Gen. L, Q.
Kornlloff, victor of Galicia.
The French mine sweeper Jupiter
struck a mino in the British channel
and sank. Eleven lives were lost
About $10,000,000 will be used to
organize American Red Cross hospl
tals and ambulances on the Italian
front
Observance by the American troops
in France of the French national holiday was provided in a proclamation
Issued by Ma. Gen. Pershing.
Patrick O'Brien, who represented
Kilkenny In the house of commons
since 1895, died in Paris. He was a
Nationalist and whip to the Irish
party.
Mexico City. El Universal, which
has been conducting a campaign la
favor of the allies, requests editorially
that the government declare a policy
of "benevolent neutrality" toward the
allies as soon as possible.
The Belgian government has received from various sources evidence
which accords in every detail, proving
that deported Belgian civilians aro
subjected systematically to mistreatment to bring them to forced labor
for the German army.

SPORTING NEWS
Standing of Weatcrn League Ciaba.
CLUBS.
Won. Lost. Pet.

Dei Moines
Lincoln
Joplln
Bloux City
Omaha
Denver
St. Joseph
Wichita

49
45
42
41
41
42
84
28

.605
.656
.525

82

86
88
88

.51

.89
40

612
.612
.425
.837

46

(5

Golf exhibitions at Minneapolis netted the Red Cross about $17,000.
Sergeant Major Antolne Paillard,
aviator, landed safely in Holland.

The Pike's Peak Fair and Racing
Association bas been incorporated for
$300,000 at .Colorado Springs.
Sitting on his front porch at Day
ton, Ohio, Orville Wright said this is
the last war, and that aeroplanes will
win this war.
Fred Fulton disposed of Jack
Moran, local heavyweight in the third
round of their scheduled twelve-round bout at St Louis.
There will be no football at Harv
ard this fall. Cancellation of dates
has been announced. The action, due
to the war, Includes all freshman
games.

Weelern Newapaper Union Newe Barrica.
COMING EVENTS.

GENERAL'

e

111

HEW MEXICO

REPORTED IN FINE ' CONDITION
ON FIRST OF JULY.

Forecast Is for Big Yields of Corn,
Wheat, Oats, Potatoes, Hay and

MRS, IÜES0 SICK

CABINET CHIEF
HOLLVEG QUITS
WAR MINISTER

VON

POST

SIGNS

IN

STEIN

R

GERMAN

Apples.
CRISIS OVER REFORMS.
Aug. 27. -- Bar Aaaociatlon masting at
Koawell
sept.
Santa Fé. A summary of the July
Seventh Annual Northern
new Mexico alr at Katon.
crop report for the state of New
Mexico as compiled by the Bureau of DR. G. MICHELIS NAMED
Mountalnalr la now an incorporated Crop
Estimates (and transmitted
town.
through the Weather Bureau), U. S,
Fire destroyed three buildings in Department of Agriculture, is as fol
WAS PRUS
Melrose,
NEW CHANCELLOR
lows :
Lea county is to vote bonds for new
Corn. July 1 forecast, 3,490,000
SIAN UNDER SECRETARY AND
buildings.
bushels; production last year (Decern
FOOD COMMISSIONER.
The fiber factory at Tucumcarl will ber estimate), 2,625,000 bushels.
Winter Wheat July 1 forecast, 1,
be in operation soon.
The new round bouse at Las Ve 220,000 bushels; production last year We.tern Newapaper Union Newa Servir.
(December estimate), 1,072,000 bush
London, July 16. The political tur
gas Is nearlng completion.
els.
moil
which has been convulsing Ger
crop
Curry county's big wheat
is
Spring Wheat. July 1 forecast 1 many ever since Russia's first Start
ready for the threshers.
170,000 bushels; production last year ling success on the resumption of her
New Mexico National Guards have (December estimate), 1,032,000 bush offensive
has culminated for the pres
been called for federal service els.
ent in the resignation of the imperial
Aug. 5.
Oats. July 1 forecast,
2,220,000 chancellor, Dr. von Bethmann-Hol- l
Arrests and convictions for viola- bushels; production last year (Decem weg, but all indications serve to
tions of the New Mexico game laws ber estimate), 1,856,000 bushels.
show that his resignation, far from bePotatoes. July 1 forecast, 1,250,000 ing the last act In the drama, is but
continue.
develop
Six hundred acres of cantaloupes bushels; production last year (Decem the beginning of
are being grown in the Mesilla val ber estimate), 816,000 bushels.
ments which are bound to affect the
All Hay. July 1 forecast, 449,000 fabric of the German empire and have
ley this year.
tons; production last year (Decem momentous consequences on the progThe Oaks Company at Mogollón,
ress of the European struggle.
have a gang of men on the new road ber estimate), 383,000 tons.
Apples (Agricultural Crop). July
Dr. George Mlchaelis, Prussian un
to the Central shaft.
1 forecast, 255,000 barrels of S bush
secretary of finance and food comder
Timoteo F. Martinez, aged 28 years, els; production last year (December
missioner, has been appointed to sucwas killed by lightning at his ranch estimate), 119,000
barrels.
ceed Dr. von Bethmann-Hollweg- .
18 miles west of Springer,
Prices. The first price given below
Miss Frances A. Veitch of the fed- is the average on July 1 this year,
An official
Berne, Switzerland.
eral forestry office at Santa Fé, has and the second the average on July 1 telegram from Berlin says that Gen
been transferred to Albuquerque.
last year: Wheat, $2,75 and $1.04 per eral von Stein, the Prussian minister
At Mogollón the Pacific mine is bushel. Corn, $2.10 and 8Cc. Oats, cf war, bas resigned.
shipping 15 to 20 tons of ore. daily, $1.02 and 45c. Potatoes, $3.16 and 90c.
The Prussian war office is in real
Hay, $18.00 and $9.00 per ton. Eggs, ity the imperial ministry of war, perbeing handled by aerial tramway,
forming the functions of that office for
A large amount of knitting for the 33c and 24c per dozen.
sailors of the American fleet Is to be
the empire. Gen. von Stein recently
Two Killed In Auto Smash.
done by Las Vegas women this year,
excited the antagonism of the SocialCity,
Silver
M.
activities op
N.
ists by his
Fronk
A total of 67.C96.33 acres of state
Broadwell, , of
Frerro,
and a posing peace efforts.
land were sold In June, bringing
woman
companion,
Goldle Millett,
total price of $493,411.35, or an aver
were
the
Count Michael Karol- Amsterdam.
victims of a fatal accident
age of $7.29 an acre.
five miles from Silver City, when a yi, leader of the Hungarian indepenBattery A, part of the national big touring car In which they were dent party, speaking In the House of
guard mobilized at Camp Funston, has driving from Fierro to Silver City, deputies, says a telegram from Budareceived 128 artillery horses from El skidded from a bridge spanning a pest, declared: "The central point of
Paso, completing Its equipment
deep arroyo and plunged 20 feet to the present German crisis Is the quesJealousy, bottles and booze, accord- the bed of the stream below. The tion of peace. Everyone in Germany
car turned a complete somersault, wants peace, but it is not enough to
ing to the police, formed a combina
tion which caused a bloody fight crushing both passengers under the desire it; the nation must negotiate
'
among four Indians at Albuquerque.
wreckage.
for it.
S
-9
.
"Count Czernin
The ranch house and barn at the
foreign minister) has not confined
Emergency Rate to Save Sheep.
Linwood ranch, four miles northeast
oanm re. in an errort to save a himself to mere words but has openly
of Raton, were destroyed by fire of an
unknown origin, resulting in a loss of big bunch of sheep at Elda, Lincoln declared that we are ready for peace
county, the State Corporation Commis without annexations. One of the pre
about $1,800.
sion granted permission to the El requisite conditions of peace is the
Miss Virginia Bean, a former resiPaso & Southwestern railroad to make democratization of every country."
a
of
as
dent
Santa Fé and famous
an emergency rate of $17.50 per car
violinist, is the Inventor of a "scrap of
water from Three Rivers, Otero
London, July 14. The Renter cor
pers' scrapbook" for the entertain county,
to
that
point,
a
66
distance
respondent
of
at Amsterdam, under date
.
ment oi me somiers.
p miles. In asking
permission for the of July 13, says the Bavarian Kurler
Alejandro Madrid, a resident of
emergency rate, the railroad company publishes what the RheiniBChe
e
six miles south of Las Ve- stated that there had been no rain at
Zeitung calls "an almost in
gas, became insane suddenly and his Elda for nearly a year, and that sheep credible and sensational revelation" to
actions were so violent that Deputy were perishing from lack of water.
the effect that Prof. Harnack on June
Sheriff Felipe Lopez was sent for.
30 wrote In a letter which he sent to
A little boy who was playing at Gal- Operators Refuse Contracts to Miners Munich an account of an interview he
Gallup. Representatives
of
the had had a few days before with Dr.
lup in one of the houses vacated in
Coal Gallp American Fuel Company, In
von Bethmann-HollweAccording to
the camp of the
with Federal Mediator H. H. this account the chancellor informed
Company, found fifty sticks of dynamite explosives so placed that it would Seldomrldge of Colorado Springs, July Prof. Harnack that his views closely
have exploded when the house was 11, refused to grant either recogni- approximated those of Philip Scheide-mann- ,
tion or contract relations to the mem
cleaned.
Dr. Eduard David, Socialists,
bers, of the United
Mine Workers, and Dr. Karl Heine, Social Democrat,
To Míbs Ada Coleman of Elida be- formerly
employed in their mines here but that he could not yet free him
longs the honor of winning high av- who
recently went on strike. One of self entirely from the Influences of
erage in examination for the eighth
the strikers, said to be a German, was the Conservatives, who must be digrade diploma, among the 1165 stu- bound over to
the federal grand Jury vided before he obtained a free hand
dents in the rural schools of New Mex- for crusing
the United States and for action.
ico who successfully passed these exPresident Wilson.
Dr. von Bethmann-Hollwesaid the
aminations in March, April and May
greatest danger was from Germans
of this year.
Freight Rate increase Halted.
who continued to believe in victory,
Word was received at the district
Santa Ffr-T- he
State Corporation
headquarters of the United States For- Commission issued an order perma- and added: "In the best case, It can
only be a draw."
est Service at Albuquerque that L.V. nently spspending the tariffs filed by
Slonaker, telegraph engineer, and New Mexico railroads, effective July
Ambulances to Red Cross.
Harold B. Rlcketts, clerk, had been ap 1, increasing intrastate freight rates
Detroit,
Mich. The Ford Motor
pointed sergeant and first class pri 15 per cent A previous order had Company has given 1,000 ambulances,
vate, respectively, in the forest service suspended the tariffs until Aug. 1.
valued at $500,000, to the American
regiment.
Red Cross.
Aug. 1
Dr. James Nalsmlth, professor of
U. S. ARMY HOST TO 1. W. W.'s.
physical education in the University
Ranchman Drowned.
or
game
of Kansas, founder of the
Demlng. E. W. Faulkner,
Columbus, N. M., July 16. Saturday
well
basketball, gave his second lecture at known ranchman and merchant
night the United States army was
of
the Army Y. M. C. A. tent at the na- Hermanas, was drowned In the lake host to Arizona's deported miners,
tional guard camp In Albuquerque.
above Roosevelt dam in Arizona, ac mill men and small merchants who
The harvesting of Curry county's cording to word received by relatives encamped on the "plains of death,"
wheat is now on in full swing. The here.
half way between Columbus and the
early harvest Is due to the fact that
Mexican border. A small city of canvas Sprung up on the site of the Mex
the long dry spell caused an early maLea County's First Killing.
turing and heading out of the wheat
Santa Fé Word of the first killing ican refugee camp, established by
There is still a chance to enlist In in the new countv of Leu enmpa tn Gen.' Pershing, and 1,140 men slept on
the forestry regiment, according to Santa Fé, the victim being Tom beds for the first time since they left
BiFbe3.v These men were rounded up
by James, who lives near
word received at Albuquerque
Tatum. The
Listing Officer Paul G. Reddlngton shooting is said to be the result of and deported from Blsbee, Lowell and
other settlements of the Warren dls-- .
from Major W. B. Greeley at Wash- an altercation over the range.
trict early .Thursday morning, were
ington.
The contract for the Garfield irriga Secretary Federal Farm Loan Bank. brought to Columbus Thursday night,
tion canal, under the Elephant Butte
Santa Fé. J. B. McManus, warden their guards forced to return, with
to Hermanas, N. M., where they
dam, has been awarded for $34,816. of the penitentiary until recently, has them
left after the locomotive pulling
The contract covers only the earth- - been appointed director secretary of Werespecial
freight train had returned
work, which involves the removal of the federal farm loan bank at Wichi the
to El Paso. They returned Here un
ta, Kan.
some 196,000 cubic yards.
der escort of United States cavalry.
Governor
W. E. Lindsay has or
Troops Quell Riot at Miami.
To Organize Miners.
dered the postponement of the execuAriz., July 16. Assistance of
Miami,
Fé
Santa
Renewed
attempts
are
tion of Pedro Montes, of Silver City,
convicted of the murder of Rufina being made to organize the mine two troops of United States cavalry
Villanueva, until July 27, In order that workers in the camps of Madrid, Daw- was necessary to quejl a riot which
an investigation of the man's sanity son, Brilliant and other points in New started In Miami when the local police force was unable to break up an
Mexico.
can be made.
w
I. W. W. meeting.
Miss Clyde Lindsey of Leedy, Okla.,
Woman
to
Asylum.
Sent
was injured during the Cowboys' Re
American Ship Sinks
Santa Fé District Judge John T.
union parade when the horse on
American schooner bound for Eu
which she was riding ran away with McClure has committed Hanna A. rope sinks German submarine after
her and fell over a fence at Las Reese to the State Asylum for the In- battle at sea. British transport is
sane at Las Vegas.
Vegas.
sunk by German submarine. Russians
capture another village in East GaThe picture of the late U. S. Dis
State Guardsman Dies.
licia as Kornlloff forces cut through
trict Judge William H. Pope, at one
Albuquerque Wilfred Waddell, one German lines along front of fifty
time chief Justice of New Mexico,
which was Bent from Atlanta, Ga., to of the best known men of the 70,000 miles. New- German forces arrive on
be placed in the capítol, has arrived. members of the International Typo- eastern front but seem unable to
Judge Pope died last summer in At graphical Union, a private of I Com- check the advance of the Russians,
lanta, after a long illness. He is bur pany, First New Mexico regiment who are pushing toward Lemberg
led in Fairview cemetery at Santa died at St Joseph's Hospital front rapidly. Airplanes of allies bring
down many German flyers in duela
meningitis and complications.
Fé.
over French soli.
8

(Austro-Hungaria-

n

West-falisch-

SEVEN MONTHS
Restored to Health by Lytlia L
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
Aurora, 111. "For seven long; months
I suffered from a female trouble, with
severe pauia in my
back and sides until
I became so weak I
could hardly walk
from chair to chair,
and got so nervous
I would jump at the
lightest noise. I
was entirely unfit
to do my house-vor- k,
I was giving
up hope of ever being well, when my
sister asked me to
trv Lvdia B. Pinkham'i Vegetable Com
pound. I took six bottles and today I
am a healthy woman able to do my own
I wish every suffering
housework.
woman would try Lydia E. Pinkham
Vegetable Compound, and find out for

í

Carl
themselves how good it is."-M- rs.
A. KlESO, 696 North Ave., Aurora, 111.
tesof
number
unsolicited
great
The
timonials on file at the Pinkham Laboratory, many of which are from tima
to time published by permission, ara
proof of the value of Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound, in the
treatment of female ills.
Every ailing woman in the United
States is cordially invited to write to
the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.
(confidential), Lynn, Mass., for special
advice. It is free, will bring you health
and may save your life.
Of Course.
"How did Blunche happen to marry
an optician?"
"It wus an optician that asked her."

FRECKLES
Tima to Gat Bid of The)
Igly Spota.
There'i no longer tha allghteat need of
aehamed of your frecklea. aa tha
preacriptlon othlna
double atrength
Is
guaranteed to remova theae homely apota.
Simply get an ounca of othlna doubla
atrength from your drugglat, and apply a
little of It night and morning and you
houll aoon aea that even the worat freckiaa
hava begun to dlaappear,
hila tha lighter
onea have vanlihed entirely.
It la aeldom
that more than one ounca la needed to com
pletely clear the akin and gain a beautiful
clear complexion.
Be aura to aak for tha doubla atrength
othlne, aa thla la "old under guarantee of
money back if It falla to remova frecklea.
Adv.
Now

Ii tha

(lint

Why He Didn't Salute.
Generul Allenby, one of the two field
officers responsible for the advance on

the Mons-Lcn- s
sector of the western
front, tells a story of one of his colonels who was strolling about the camp
before breakfast one morning attired
principally In pajamas, a raincoat and
an eyeglass.
A new recruit approached him,
stared, and passed by. The colonel
raged.
"Why the deuce don't you salute?"
he asked.
The rooky was the picture of Injured
Innocence.
"We were told not to salute when
Improperly dressed, sir."
"But you're fully dressed, my lad,"
replied the colonel
"Yes, sir," said the bright youth, "I
am, but you're not"

con-feren-

Gallup-Amerlca- n

The horse running race meeting at
Grand Rapids, Mich., was called off
because of threats to arrest the promoters on the ground the mutuel system of betting used was in violation
of the law.
Discussing the action of St. Joseph
baseball enthusiasts In inviting Hugh
Jones to remove his Denver club to
St. Joseph, President Dickerson said
be thought transfer would not be
made this year, but might next year.
Contest of the will of Albert Spald
ing, sporting goods manufacturer, who
died at Point Loma, Cal, Sept 9, 1915,
came to an abrupt end at San Diego,
Cal., after more than a year of liti
gation, a compromise
having been
reached by those Interested. The
has been estimated at $1,200,000.

Alexander Berkman, convicted an
archist, begins sentence at Atlanta
prison.
London announces the resignation
of J. Austen Chamberlain, secretary
for India.
Earnings of express companies for
March drop to $995,044 this year, re
port shows.
American railroads have been na
tionalized for war purposes, Daniel
Wlllard says.
Extra session of New York Legisla
ture .for good control legislation will
be held July 31.
Bar silver was quoted in New York
July 13th at 80c an ounce, which
was the maximum
for twenty-fivyears.
One hundred and thirteen indict
ments were returned by the federal
grand jury at Duluth, Minn., against
men who failed to register June 5.
The American Red Cross war fi
nance committee announced In New
York the receipt of $50"0,000 from the
Rockefeller foundation, a payment of
its pledge of $5,000,000.
'
'
Emma Goldman and Alexander
WASHINGTON'
Canners urged by Hoover to make Berkmann, two of America's leading
"rockbottom" reductions,
anarchists, will spend two years beHouse passes trading' with enemy hind the bars, and longer if they don't
bill without record vote.
pay their respective $10,000 fines for
Each person requested to cut meat interfering with conscription.
consumption by one ounce each day.
A motion tabling for "the period of
Justus S. Wardell of San Francisco the war" the request presented to
nominated internal revenue collector, copper mine operators In the Jerome,
The Federal Reserve Board desig- Ariz., district for a "closed shop" was
nated Ogden, Utah, as a reserve city. adopted at a meeting here of mem
of the In
All registered men to have given bers of the Jerome local
Mine,
Mill and
of
Union
ternational
number drawn in government draft
Smelter Workers, it was announced.
Wheel

.......
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Blissful Occupation.

The little boy had told a little girl
that he loved her and the teacher ordered hlra to write "I love Bessie" on
the blackboard 100 times.
"But that was no punishment," said
the teacher later. "He would cheerfully have written It one thousand
times."
Aggravating the Fault
"When I say a thing I mean it 1" ex
claimed the emphatic man.
"But sometimes," replied Miss Cay
enne, "that only makes it worse 1"
An injury to the toneue is more ran- idly repaired by nature than any other
part of the system.

Instant
Postum
t

A table drink that
has taken the
place of coffee
in thousands of
American homes.

"There's a Reason"
IIUTANT
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Delightful flavor
Rich aroma

Healthful
Economical
Sold by grocers everywhere.
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prevent the Infestation from becoming

CROPS

Always Keep a Sharp Lookout for
Many Insect Pests.
Farmer 8hould Provide Themselves
With Poisons and Then Keep Vigil
for Flrtt Outbreak of Enemies
of Farm Crops.
(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Much of the destruction to crops by
Insect pests Is due to the failure of
farmers and fruit growers to detect an
outbreak at Its beginning, and to delay
in getting the necessary combative material. Farmers who provide themselves with Insect poisons and then
keep a vigil for the first outbreaks of
crop enemies will bring through the
largest yields.
That a great part of the annual loss
to grain crops due to Insect Injuries
can be avoided by vigilance and vigorous action on the part of growers Is
not sufficiently realized. Frequently

Insect outbreaks originate within a
limited area, and when this Is the cose
It Is often quite possible to stamp
them out before any great damage has
been done. If the outbreak Is general,
then community action Is essential to

CAREFUL

IN

SHIPPING

Utmost Vigilance Urged to Prevent Foods From Spoiling.

,

widespread.

,

sible.

If an outbreak of any Insect foe li
discovered, apply promptly the remedies which are recommended In publications of state experiment stations
and of the United States department
of agriculture.
If in doubt as to the identity of a
pest, send specimens promptly in a
tight tin box to your county agricultural agent, state experiment station
or nearest federal entomological field
station, accompanied by a request for
information regarding it.
Keep on hand at least a small supply of the standard Insecticide preparations, such as parts green, lime, and
arsenate of lead.
Report serious outbreaks of Insects
to the state or national authorities
mentioned above. Federal entomological field stations charged with the Investigation of cereal and forage Insects are located at the following
places.
Arliona Tempe.
California Martinet.
Indiana Weet Lafayette.
Iowa Sioux City.
Karm- a- Wellington.
Maryland Hageratown.
Missouri Charleston.
Ohio Wakeman.
Oregon Forest drove.
South Carolina Columbia.
Tennessee Knoxvllla,
Texas Brownsville.
Vlrglnla-Charlottesv- lIIe.

Utah-S- alt

S

Lake City.

GOOD PASTURAGE FOR SWINE

It Is Well to Sow Rape In Three Plots
at Intervals of Three Weeks-- Use
Dwarf Essex.

(By J. G. FULLER, College of Agriculture, University of Wisconsin.)
Supplement native pasture with rape
Weather Reports Should Be Utilized or other forage crops.
It Is well to sow rape In three plots
In Studying Conditions
Shipper
at Intervals of about three weeks. The
Closely
Should
dwarf Essex variety Is used at the
With Carrier.
station farm, sowed In drills 23 Inches
From the United States Department of apart at the rate of six pounds to the
acre.
Agriculture.)
Rape stalks should not be closely
Shippers at this time should exercise unusual care in pucklng and load- pastured after the leaves are eaten
They off. The plants should be about 14 to
ing their perishable products.
should grade their products carefully 13 inches high when the pigs are
with reference to the degree of their turned In.
maturity and select a nearby market
For less intensive feeding, when
!or the ripened products and a distant fewer animals are kept on the same
market for the products that will hold lot for a longer time, rape Is sown
up the necessary time In transit to broadcast with oats and clover. Five
reach the distant market. Weather re- pounds of rape, six pounds of clover,
ports should be utilized In a study of and one bushel of oats are sown per
the weather conditions that are pre- acre. Swine should not be turned In
vailing in the different large markets, until the crop is eight or ten Inches
to the end that foodstuffs that normal- high. An acre with a good stand of
ly are consumed In large quantities In crop should supply 15 spring pigs with
warm weather may not be sent to marforage for the rest of the season.
kets where cool or cold weather Is
prevailing.
CHICKENS AID FOOD SUPPLY
There should be a fuller recognition
ot the joint responsibility of the shipOnly Producing Creature That
per with the carrier for the safe car- Hen Is
Can Be Profitably Kept on Small
riage of food products to destination,
Space In Village.
the specialists of the United States deout.
portment of agriculture point
(By A. C. SMITH, Minnesota Experiment
closely with
Shippers should
Station.)
carrier by giving ample Instructions
The hunger period which threatens
with reference to refrigeration and the United States and Its allies in the
ventilation, to the end that food prod- present war may be warded off, in
ucts may be properly conserved In part, at least, by attention to the lowtransit and reneh channels of consump- ly chicken.
Railroad agents could render
tion.
The hen is the only producing creauseful service If they were Instructed ture
that can be profitably kept on
In some of the most fundamental
small areas such as city and village
things connected with the proper care lots, that will transfer table waste into
of perishable shipments during the pe- a highly edible product.
She selects
riod of loading carlond shipments at from waste material, bugs, weeds and
country stations.
grasses a large part of her living for
Shippers too frequently, through several months In the year, and durcarelessness and a lack of knowledge ing this time Is usually a high proof the proper methods of protecting ducer of very fertile eggs. She reperishable shipments, leave wagon-load- s produces her kind much more often
of them exposed to the hot sun than any other productive animal.
for hours nt a time Instead of loading
She can be cared for by women and
them promptly Into a refrigerator car children and often by Invalids and conand keeping the doers of the car valescents.
closed between loads. The carrier's
Other poultry, lnclddlng ducks, geese
representative or local agent usually and squabs, should also receive careful
only
for
takes notice of such condition
attention, In view of the present and
the purpose of recording the circum- future food situation.
stances for consideration In connection
with damage cluims that may be filed.
The fact frequently Is overlooked that FOR SUCCESS WITH ALFALFA
the carrier may render definite assistance In the conservation of foodstuffs Any Type of Soil, Well Drained, Free
of Weeds and of Reasonable
with the shippers and
by
Fertility Will Do.
giving them nil the Information which
It has as to the proper methods that
Alfalfa may be successfully raised
should be used.
Shippers should Invariably notify on almost any type of soil providing
free of weeds
consignees as soon as shipments are that it Is
forwarded from point of origin. Where and In reasonable state of fertility.
Good drainage must be provided.
the distance to market Is short, the noThe ground must be made free of
tification should be given by wire, so
that the consignees may be In a posi- weed seeds.
Soils lacking In fertility should be
tion to take more prompt delivery of
as alfalfa requires large
shipments on arrival and thus eliminate tie deterioration that so fre- amounts of plant food. If sufficient
quently takes place by the holding of manure Is not to be had, It should be
shipments long periods of time after supplemented with a commercial fertilizer rich in phosphoric acid and
arrival at the market.
well-draine-

NO

SEED

FOR DISTRIBUTION

Department of Agriculture Will Assist
In Locating Stocks Where
There Is Shortage.
No seed for free distribution nor for
sale Is at the disposal of the United
States department of agriculture. The
department, however, through Its
committee of seed stocks, Is receiving
dally telegraphic and other reports as
to available supplies of seeds of crops
for late planting, and will assist In locating seed stocks for localities where
shortages exist. The committee is cooperating with state, local and commercial agencies In an effort to secure
better distribution of seed and to encourage plantings of all Important
crops.

;

Information regarding shortages and
mirphis stocks should be addressed to
R. A. Oakley, Chairman, Committee on
Seed Stocks, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.

C

.

QUOTA EACH STATE MUST RAISE

Watch your crops constantly. Make
a dally survey of the fields during the
most active growing season, If pos-

BY DRAFT

HOME DRYING FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

FOR NATIONAL ARMY
i"

Allotment by states of quotas to be raised by selective draft for Uncle
Sam's national army was announced by the war department
The quotas assigned are on a basis of proportionate population of each
state to the population of the nation as recently fixed by the census bureau. In
the allotment each state Is given credit for its total enlisted National Guard
strength; plus the men enlisted In the regular army between April 2 and June
x

30, 1917.

The following table gives the war department allotment, gross quotas, net
quotas and National Guard and regular army credits the total of the latter
two appearing In the final column of the table:
National

1152,985

687,000

21,300
4,478
17,452
34,907
9,797
18.817
2,569
3,796
10,129
27,209
4,833
79,094
29,971
25,465
17,795
22,152
18,481
7,076
14,139
43,109
43,936
26,021
16,429
' 35,461
10,423
18,900
1,435
4,419
35,623
8,856
122,424
28,486
7,737
66,474
19,943
7,387
98,277
6,277
15,147
6,854
22,158
48,116
4,945
3,243
21.354
12,768
14,848
28,199
2,683
710
2.403
13,480

13,612
3,472
10,267

23,060
4,758
10,977
1,202
929
'
6,325
18,337
2,287
61,653
17,510
12,749
6,439
14,236
13,582
1,821
7,096
20,586
30,291
17,854
10,201
18,660
7,872
8,185
1,051
1,204
20,665
2,292
69,241
15,974
5,606
38,773
15,564
717
60,659
1,801

10,081'
2,717
14,528
30,545
2,370
1,049
13,795
7,296
9,101
12,876
810
696
12,833

ORDER ISSUED
BY PRESIDENT

1,262,985
Around the Flag.
Rallies

687,000

ON THE

Men

FIRST CALL

Allotment Shows What Part
of Total Must Be Furnished by
Each State and Territory
In the Union.

Official

Washington.

A

formal

order

by

President Wilson, drafting 087,000 Into
under the selecthe mliltaqjr-servictive conscription law, was promulj
gated by the war department, together
with an official allotment showing what
part of the total must be furnished by
each state and territory.
The only steps now remaining nre
distribution by the governors of
state quotas among the local exemption districts ivid the great lottery,
which probably, will be held next
week and which will establish the
order In which registrants are to present themselves for service or exemp-

tion.
The men summoned for service will
be used to fill the regular army and
Notional Guard to war strength and
to organize the first 500,000 of the new
national nrmy.
Total to Be 1,262,985.
The total of these three forces will
be 1,202,085 men.
Later another 500.C 00 will be called
potash.
out, supplemented by sufficient men
If the soil Is sour, it must be limed to make up losses and maintain rebefore alfalfa can do well.
serve battalions.
Inoculation of the soil will generalIs Secretary' of War
Following
ly be necessary.
Baker's announcement of the order:
"By virtue of the authority vested
HUMUS ONE OF ESSENTIALS In him by an net of congress, entitled
'An Act to Authorize the President
It Prevents Cohesion of Soil Grains to Increase Temporarily the Military
Establishment of the United Stntes,'
Into Solid Clods Farmers Are
approved May 13, 1017, the president
Urged to Rotate.
of the United Stntes has ordered the
Humus is one of the essentials in aggregate number of 087,000 men to
soils. It prevents cohesion of the soil be raised by draft for the military
grains into solid clods. It prevents service of the United States in order
Every to bring to full strength the organlnnd from becoming sticky.
farmer is urged to rotate his crops, izations of Hie regular army and the-'
memplowing under good sod of clover or organizations embodying the
drafted
Guard
National
bers
the
of,
rotation
as
the
some legume as often
United
calls for, the purpose being to increase Into the military service of the
army,
humus.
Stable manure, in which is States and to create the national
aggregate
said
caused
has
and
anstalks,
corn
mixed the straw and
By all means number to be apportioned to the sevswers the same purpose.
put back into the soil as much humus eral states, and territories and the
In
as the fields have grown or you will District of Columbia as set forth
appended.
hereto
the
schedule
ferlessened
come face to face with
"The governor of each state and tertility and difficult farming.
ritory and the commissioners of the

i

i

30
183,719
2,238
371
6,128
3,162

2,722
2,776
639
704
1,659

2,100
865
0,635
2,494
6,808
6,898
3,622
1,979
2,722
3,151
7,511
3,943
3,752
3,457
7,738
592
2,538
e

1,272
4,584
1,239
16,888
3,345
1,486
14,129
2,004
2,259
9,732
1,916
1,796
2,647
3,917
8,794
812
1,111
2,992
1,764
1,482
9,029
1,180
142

FORMAL DRAFT

Wilson

Regular Aggregate

Net Quota Guard En- - Army National
by Draft listed April April 2- - Guard and

Gross
Quota
United 8tates
Alabama
Arizona
Arkansa
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansa
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New HampsMre
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
.'
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Alaska
Hawaii
Porto Rico

"t

June 30
117,974
1,232
171

840
4,158
1,015
1,138
180
223
954
2,840
711
10,997
6,940
3,633
2,588
2,276
1,198
653
537
4,965
6,906
1,951
581
3,984
982
1,853
382
346
4,202
227
12,588
1,003
353
6,02p
1,907
1,974
13,388
371
782
579
1,414
4,347
1,091
205
838
1,446
1,240
1,586
304
13
18
624

Reg. Army
465,985
7.651
998
7,155
11,786
6,027
7,807
1,363
2,860
3,786
8,825
2,538
27,304
12,409
12,872
11,325
7,878
4,867
8,243
7,018
32,448
13,569
8,122
6,600
16,740
2,533
6,691
382
3,207
14,896
1,557
62,971
7,471
2,118
27,586
4,344
6,657
37,248
4,465
6,040
4,125
7,592
17,488
2,566
2,188
7,522
5,450
5,721
15,274
1,868
13

4,397
624

District of Columbia, acting for and
by the direction of the president an
In accordance with said act of congresi
and rules and regulations prescribed
pursuant thereto, shall apportion tht
quota so apportioned to such state, ter
rltory or district and shall communl
cate to each local board established
In such state, territory or district no
tice of the net quota to be furnished
by such board, and such net. quota!
shall thereupon be furnished by the re
spectlve local boards as required bj
said act of congress end rules and reg
ulutlons prescribed pursuant thereto.'
In computing the number of men t
be required from the various statei
the government put to the credit ol
each state every man It now has Ir
the National Guard and every mnn It
has contributed since April 1 as t
wur volunteer to the regular army.
Computation Method.
Placing on the debit side of the led
ger the national army of 500,000, tin
entire National Guard at war strengtt
and the number of war volunteerf
needed on April 1 last, to bring th
regulars up to the war strength, th
grand total was apportioned accordlnf
to population.
Tills gave a gross quota for eacl
state, from which a net quota wns com
puted by checking off the number ol
National Guardsmen avnlluble for fed
eral service and the number of met
given by the state to the regular armj
since April 1.
The apportionment was made on tht
busls of an estimated grand total foi
the United States and Its possession!
of 105,360,050 Inhabitants.
This Is a .paper estimate, "Computed
from registration returns, which comes
within the law requiring distribution
of quotas by population, but which
equalizes In a great measure the burden that Is to full upon the 4,559 exemption districts.
Total of 1,152,985.
Each will furnish under this apportionment the men its total registration
would indicate as a fair proportion,
rather than the number the actual population of the district would indicate.
The total of these gross quotas Is
men.
.
Credit Is given to the various states
for a total of 405,085 voluntary enlistments In the National Guard and regulars, making the total net quota fot
all states 687,000 men.
Illinois, which was the first big state
to fill Its quota for the regular army,
reduced Its gross quota of 70,094 to
51,053.

Never Satisfied.

"That dog of yours bit a piece right
out of my leg."
"Well, you're never satisfied. You
were only telling me the other day
that you wished you could lose some
flesh."
Too Small For Some Purposes.

"Nearly all the newspapers are being reduced In size, I notice."
"Yes; It seems to be a lucky thing
that bustles are no longer

TRAY8 FOR DRYING FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
(From FAHMERS' BULLETIN Ml, United
States Department ot Agriculture.)
One of the most prominent features
of the food conservation program of
European countries has been the universal drying of fruits and vegetables.
The surplus vegetables In the city markets were forced by the governments
Into large municipal drying plants.
Community dryers were established
In the trucking regions and even Itinerant drying machines were sent from
farm to farm drying the vegetables
which otherwise would have gone to
waste. In addition, large quantities of
dried vegetables from Cannda and this
country were shipped to France during the last two years, and there is a
possibility that dried fruits and vegetables may continue to be shipped
abroad in considerable quantities to
supplement the concentrated food diet
of the men In the trenches.
The drying of vegetables may seem

strange to the present generation, but
to our grandmothers it was no novelty. Many housewives even today prefer dried sweet corn to the product
conned by the old method, and sny
that dried pumpkin and squash are excellent for pie making. Snap beans
often are strung on threads and dried
Cherries and
above the stove.
still are dried on bits of bark
for use Instead of raisins. In fact,
many of the everyday foodstuffs already are dried at some stage of their
preparation for market. The common
dried fruits, Buch as prunes, raisins,
figs, dates and apples, are staples In
the world's markets, while beans and
other legumes, tea, coffee, cocoa, and
various manufactured foods, like
starch, tapioca, macaroni, etc., are
dried either In the sun and wind or in
specially constructed driers.
Even though the drying of fruits and
vegetables as practiced a few decades
y
ago on many farms has become
a "lost art," the present food
situation doubtless will cause a marked
stimulation of drying as a means of
conserving the food supply.' This country is producing large quantities of perishable foods this year, which should
be saved for storage, canned, or properly dried. Drying Is not a panacea
for the entire waste evil, nor should It
take the place of storing or canning
to any considerable extent where proper storage facilities are available or tin
cans or glass Jars can be obtained
readily and at a low cost.
rnsp-berri-

prac-tlcoll-

Advantages of Drying.

In the preparation of large quanti
ties of potatoes a peeler may be utilized. The potatoes are thrown by centrifugal force against a rough surface
which, under streams of water provided by the perforated tin container
above, nicks off the outer skin and
leaves only the eyes to be dug out
Blanching of vegetables Is considered desirable by some housekeepers,
although it is not strictly essential to
successful drying. It is claimed that
the blanch gives a more thorough
cleaning, removes the strong odor and
flavor from certain kinds of vegetables, and softens and loosens the fiber.
This allows the moisture In the vegetable to evaporate more quickly and
uniformly.
It also quickly coagulates
the albuminous matter In the vegetables, which helps to hold In the natural
flavors. Blanching consists of plunging the vegetable Into boiling water for
a short time. Use a wire basket or
cheesecloth bag for this. After blanching the required number of minutes,
drain well and remove surface moisture from vegetables by placing between two towels or by exposing to
the sun and air for a short time.
Preparing Food for Drier.
In large factories the vegetables are
put through speclul shredders and
sllcers not adapted for home use,
but convenient and Inexpensive machines which can be used to great advantage are on the market. The meat
grinder with its special disks can be
used in certain cases; the common
krnut sllcer will cut large vegetables
Into thin slices, such as potatoes and
cabbage ; and the rotary hand sllcer Is
adapted for use on a very wide range
of material. A large sharp kitchen
knife may be used when a handler
cutting device Is not available. Care
should be taken that the material Is
sliced thin enough but not too thin.
From an eighth to a quarter of an
inch is a fair thickness for most of
the common vegetables to be sliced
and dried. Very small slices or strips
dry more quickly because they expose
a greater surface to the air than do
larger cut pieces. But If cut too fine
they are more difficult to handle in
drying, appear to lose somewhat in
flavor, and cannot be used so advantageously to make dishes like those
prepared from the fresh foods.
The slicing machines are not suitable for children's use, for they will
cut fingers as mercilessly as they do
vegetables and fruits, and even adults
should exercise great caution In their
use in the home.
Good Packing and Storing.
Although not necessary, tin cans or
glass. Jars moke good receptacles for
storage of dried fruits er vegetables.
Pasteboard boxes with tight covers,
stout paper bags, and pntented paraffin
paper cartons also afford ample protection for dried products when protected from Insects and rodents. The
dried fruit or vegetables must be protected from the outside moisture and

The advantoges of drying vegetables
are not so apporent for the form home
as they are for the town or city household, which has no root cellar or other place In which to store fresh vegetables. For the farmer's wife the new
methods of canning probably will be
better than sun drying, which require a
somewhut longer time. But shorter
methods of drying are available, and
the dried product holds an advantage
In that usually It requires fewer Jars,
cans, or other containers than do
canned fruits or vegetables ; also dried
material can be stored In receptacles
which cannot be used for canning. will keep best in a cool, dry,
Then, too, canned fruit and vegetables
place. These conditions, howfreeze and cannot be shipped as con- ever, are difficult to obtain in the more
veniently In winter. Dried vegetables humid regions, and there molsture-tlgh- t
can be compacted and shipped with a
containers should be used.
minimum risk.
a small amount of dried product
If
Special Advantages.
Is put in each receptacle, Just enough
To the housewife In the town the for one or two meals, It will not be
drying of vegetables and fruits pre- necessary to open a container the consents special advantages. During the tents of which cannot be consumed In
season when the market Is oversup-plie- d a short time. The use of the small
locally and prices are low she container also makes it more difficult
can lay In a stock, dry It, and put It for insects to spoil large quantities of
away for a winter's emergency without dried fruits or Vegetables. If a paper
Its taking up much of the needed small bag is used, the upper part should be
storage space In her home. If she Is twisted into a neck, bent over, and tied
accustomed to canning her fruit and tightly with a string. If a further
vegetables and finds she cannot se- precaution against spoilage Is necescure Jars or tin cans, she can easily re- sary the bag can be coated with parsort to drying.
affin by painting It with a brush which
With simple and inexpensive facili- has been dipped into melted paraffin.
ties, all housewives can save quanti- Another precaution may be taken by
ties of food which are too, small con- placing the small bags in a tin conveniently to can. A few sweet pota- tainer with a tightly fitting cover, such
toes or apples or peas or even a single as an ordinary lard can or pall. All
turnip can be dried and saved. Even bags should bear a label Indicating
when very small quantities are dried what they contain.
at a time, a quantity sufficient for a
If fruits or vegetables are packed in
meal will soon be secured. Small lots
containers Immediately upon betight
as
such
vegetables,
dried
of several
thoroughly, they will remain
ing
dried
potatoes,
and
cabbage, carrots, turnips,
as they were when taonions, can ( be combined to advantage Just as brittle
ken from the drier. If, however, they
for soups and stews.
are not dried thoroughly, they will
Cleanliness Is Big Factor.
"sweat" and soon mold. To prevent
Cleanliness is as necessary in the
this the material should be examined
preparation of vegetables and fruits within 24 hours after packing, and if
for drying as in their preparation for it appears moist It must be dried
canning, perhaps even more so. To further.
secure a fine quality of dried products
much depends upon having the vegeTo Dry Cauliflower.
tables absolutely fresh, young, tender,
Clean,
divide In small bunches,
knives
and perfectly 'clean. If steel
are used In paring and cutting have blanch six minutes, and dry two to
them clean and bright so as not to dis- three hours at 110 degrees to 145 decolor the vegetable. The earthy smell grees Fahrenheit. Cauliflower will
and flavor will cling to root crops If turn very dark when drying, but will
tbey are not washed thoroughly before regain part of the color In soaking and
slicing, and one decayed root may fla- cooking. Dried cauliflower Is especialvor several kettles of soup If the slices
ly good In soups and omelets.
from it are scattered through a whole
Brussels sprouts may be hándled la
e
batch of dried material.
way, but add a pinch of soda
a
similar
dried "root" vegetables can only be
'
to the blanching water.
made from peeled roots.
High-grad-
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matter at the

postofllce in Roy, New Mexico.
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We will make but Three
Daily City Deliveries.

Tb nation, under God, ibaQ
bav a new birth oí freedom,
and that government of the
people, by tha people, for the
people, shall not perish koo
tha earth. Linooln.

HERE'S

TO

OLD

GLORY,

Forenoon at 9 and 11 o'clock
Afternoon at 4 o'clock
ICE Delivery between 7 and 8, A.MJ
Please have orders in ahead of these hours
and gut jour Supplies promptly.

GOD

BLESS HER!

f

If anyone attempta to haul down
the American flag, shoot him on the

pot

-

John A. Dix.

Our Constant

Endeavor-Prom- pt

and Courte-

SERVICE
.

rtfs a bit

Goodman' s

disgusting- to read
ourexchanges from the northern
and eastern states rawhiding the

National

-

Administrations

Roy

e

some of the Military training camps are.located in southern states. Of course the former administrations for twenty
years always saw to it that the
southern states got Republican
patronage for public enterprises--nit- ,
and: now thit. they are
given aneven break a lot of the
most selfish; politicians ever bred
.by democracy have to holler their
heads off aboutt it. Makes us
tired but thats all the: real harm
it does.
We have added $50. CO wort'
of paper stock to our shelves the
past week. Not that it shows
much as it is a pitifully small
stack, but it sort3 us up a littU
for our regular line of job work.

The Rooseveltiar.s still mourr.
the sensible decree of the
that "Terrible - Ted"
'shalV remain at home. A nation
that condemns the Keiser for
his ambitions should really
from placing a simular
Lord" at the head of its
army.
gov-wane-

m

Daily Papers should be
on our Rural Routes
now that we have daily delivery.
It would help a lot in securing
the top class of service to show
by the count that the service is
used. We can order the State
Dailies for you, any politics you
want or just the New Mexican
that tells the truth about them
all.
more-commo-

Santa Fe, N. Mex. July
the largest bean
has, ever proMexico
erop New
comparatively
a
be
duced should
to
according
easy matter,
and
dealers
coming from
States.
brokers in the eastern
Tifie fact that New Mexico was
fourth in bean production in the
United States last season attracted the attention of bean
dealew all over the country who
have been asking for samples of
the New Mexico Pinto Bean.
Writing to the State Publicity
Bureau here recently, Peabody
merchandise
Company,
and
the folmake
brokers of Boston
lowing statement
tingof

inior-matio- n

f'During the last two or three
years, there have been extensive
of Manchurian
importations
Beans and each year there have
of
Been quite large carry-over- s
the
of
account
on
Beans
these
poor quality of some of them.
We believe that a great deal of
this importation can be cut out
Just as soon as buyers all over
this country unders and the quality of Pinto Beans, and as soon
as buyers become aware of the
..superiority of Pinto Beans, we
brieve Lre quantities of them
an b sold in the East.

'I

weeks.
Mr3 Chas Depew, Lela Butler
ind Mrs H. A. Bachman were
guests at Mrs Clara Weisdorfer's

5 Friday.

10'

.

Lawrence Bntler for several

Mrs.

N. Mex.

301

was
The Ladies Needle-Clu- b
well attended last week in spite
of the busy harvest time, all enjoyed a very pleasant afternoon
but such is always the case when
Mrs. I. Weisdorfer is Hostess. unusual. More than three years
Miss Regene Pint joined our ago Emilio sent over to Italy
club.
Next meeting will be after his fiancee. The regulawith Mrs. Maud Weisdorfer.
tions of the immigration bureau
complied with, in the same
There's four headers busy right were
in which he had procurmanner
close together in this neighborof his sister
admittance
the
hood. We wonder how they ed
regulations following the
the
but
found men to run so many since
beginning of the war changed it
a number had gone to enlist but
all and he has been trying for
there seems to be enough so far.
three years to secure her admisto the U. S. finally all the
sion
We all feel so encouraged by
these showers that keep coming requirements were complied with
by waiting until she was of age
just as we need them.
and she arrived last week from
Fern Depew Í3 staying with her journey of half way round
her sister, Mrs. Ben Grunig the earth, but "Oh, inconsiswhile Ben i away running the tency, thy name is woman" and
header.
this one is true to the- accusation
She is not suited with Emilio and
Miss Regene Pint has been
marry him.
helping her cousin Mrs. Leo Wag won't
She gets no sympathy from us
oner through harvest but was
Emilio is young, handsome,
called home on account of her
well to do and has one of the
mother being, sick.
best farms on the mesa. He is a
good
citizen and if she den't
Elinor Everstt left for hei
home in Cimarron
week want him there will be plenty of
She has been, visiting her sister others who will, we think. '

lat

THE STORE THAT BUYS YOUR PRODUCE
Ol"

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Emilio Pampagnin, one of orar Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
Italian homesteaders, and a nat- at Christian Churcn.
Your
'
uralized American citizen is mak presence is necessary.
ing the best of a great disappoint
Rev. G. B. Hall, Supt
a
ment and the sequet to his romance Í3 unsatisfactory as it is

-

-

Church Directory

Disappointment

Í51

P. S.

y

C

K

R, C , GKtwiG, President
Miss liluan Grinkr, See'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Boy, N. M every Sunday even-I- jf
at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
alt visitors.

'

CHItrSTIAM

ROY
Serriees 2d Sunday of each
month at II a. m. 8,00PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. ra. and 8,00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.
VIEW

PLEASANT

First Sunday each Month at 3,
p.m.
MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.
O. W. Heart,. Pastor.

CATHOLIC
Mass once each month at the
Leo Wagner expects to sell tie Catholic Church. Dates announcwheat of 35 acres of land he ed in advance.
Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
bought last year to pay for the
Priest in charge.
half section. He estimates it at
30 bushels per acre.
.

mares with Methocfist Episcopal Church
FOR SALE;-T- wo
SERVICES ON ROY CIRCUIT?
colts. See me- at Solano.
T 2 pd
G. H. Impelmans,
1st & 3d Sundays at 130 P. M
-

Louise Lowery 3 seriously
ill at Dr. Piumlee's Hospital. She
has been ill several days and
a .serious relapse Wednesday.
MÍ33

suf-ere-

In This Crisis
Our Country's Greatest Need

d

Roy, in good community.

Dr. H. S. Murdoch,

Trained Men and Women

Dentist
of Springer, N. M.. will be in

Not only during this war but after It la over this nend will Increase.
The Universities of th United States are the great recruiting and

the future. For the
young men and women of New Mexico not already at the front THE
HIGHEST PATRIOTIC DUTY IS TO PREPARE TO SERVE ÍOUR
COUNTRY EFFICIENTLY

Roy

Of

-

WHEN YOUR COUNTRY CALLS.

The University of New Mexico
At Albuquerque

to

attend the Dental needs of
thi3

Is fully equipped, ready and eager to give YOU that training which
will make you mot efficient and useful to yourself, your stato and
your country.
You have ampio time to arrange attendance this year:. The
college year
versity will open for the 1917-19-

Uni-

18

Monday, October 1st
Write today for detailed Information
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque,
Watch this newspaper. It will give
University more efficient In war than in

Southwestern Hotel

"

commuaity.

Boyd. President,
N. M,
you facts puuirfng your State
peaces

to David

The Southwestern
Hotel

.

ADVERTISED LETTERS
Roy, Mora Co. Ne-- Mexico,
July 2. 1917,
The following

isalit

of

The above letters will remain
"ADVERTISED" for fourteen
days and if uncalled for at the
end of thai time,, same will be
sent to the Division of Dead Letters, San Francisco California.

.

Now. under Management of

J. F. ARNETT
Refitted and Refurnished thruout

Rooms 50c, 75c & $LQ0

Sancos Blea
Rachel Lillian Cox
Mr. Des Graves
Maggie Mitchell
F. J. Moore
M. I, Porter ,
Miss Leonila Mata
Robert Mates
Miss Móllie Cavender 2

and shallow water district.
wheat land. $10.00 an acre
Terms if desired. Business lot
i i Roy free to purchaser of the
3oil

Giood

homestead-

LODGE DIRECTORY

- Address
I. O. O. F.

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Are you running a Header this
Meets at its own Hall
you
a
will
want
Harvest? If s)
Every Wednesday
These
book of contract notes.
keeping
Evening
are very convenient for
Visiting Brothers always welyour record on and a very safe
and practical way of accounting. come.
Bdbk of 50 blanks, with your
R. C. Grunig, N. G.
50 cents Wm. G. Johnson Sec'y.
name printed in
while you wait. At the
S--

Office.

letter

remaining in the Post Oftice, at
Roy, New Mexico for more than
fourteen days jir'tor to July 2,

Maria B. Grijalba.

o

American Land Company,
Tucumcari, N. Mex.
25tf

Again Soon

.

BAPTIST

.Second Sunday in each montn.
Services
11, A. M.,
7.30, P. M.
Rich

160 Acres three miles north

Is

training stations for the national service

One of the Best for a Home

Rebekah Degree
JACK P. MILLS

U. S. Commissioner
Fillings, Proofs
land matters.

and all

Also Surveys and Plats

Prompt Attention
Office at Solano. New Nexico,

4
.

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
Grace W. Gibbs
N. G.
Grace V. Ogden Secy.

Visiting Sisters welcome

C.N. ROARK
Clayton New Mex.

LAND PLATS of al kinds
Abstracts of U. S. Land
MAPS.
Office Records.
Prompt" Attention

&J$J3

i
VOT2itv'0'

UNSWEETENED
EVAPORATED

PlgFGoat
II
ft

For best results mail your
films to Lafayette Studio.
Roy. New Mexico.

V

t

Milk

l1

The Incomparable Baby Food
The Perfect Food for Invalide

Kg

Work, wooo
ia mitring hmhk t. tino)
.offering with tuborculoú or atoauck

fi

it
SI

Iroubl.. Po.1iiv.It mUm tk problwa
of iaiaalila vulnutritioa.
AT LKADINO) OHUOOHT
jffT

V

Put

Im

Tío.

ll-"- -

j&r

WIDEMANN .GOATVMILK
When calling for above letters
CO.
...'"-Sp- n
ry..tn-- Blfr.
riiMM Co.
please say "ADVERTISED."
Doing Good
One cent postage Due will be
collected on any of the above
Few medidines have met with more
favor or accomplished more good than
letters delivered.
Chamberlains Colic and Diarrhoea Rem
Wm. G. Johnson,
Attorney
Law
John F. Jantzen, Delmeny, Sask. ,
edy.
Postmaster, Roy, N. Mex says of
it "I have used Chamberlain's
Cars-fuPrompt and
Attention
.

J, B. LUSK

MEALS Served at
The Home Restaurant

at

v

Colic and Diarrhoea Remedy myself
and in my family, and can recommend
it as being an exceptionally fiine prep-

l

Given all Business Entrusted

I can loan you money on your
to m
final receipt as easy as on your
ROY
aration.
NEW MEXICO
patent or warranty deed and
your mortgage need not bear but
The Government needs FarRoy, New Mexico
Come in and
6 percent interest.
mers as well as Fighters. Two
Regular Meals
Short Orders
let us talk to you about your million three hundred thousand
J. F. ARNETT Prop'r.
'
loan.
Acres of Oregon & California
J. E. Wildman, Loan and In- Railroad Co. Grant Lands, Title Then you will have a
PUBLIC SALE.'
surance Agency. Office at resi- revested in United Statés. To
We are in receipt of copies of
The University of the State of
dence north end Chicosa St,
be opened for homesteads and
There's only one REAL AucNew York has formerly register- the certificates of Apportionment
Roy, N.-Containing
some
sale.
of
best
by
Mexion
hand
of School funds
tioneer in the Country, Thats - the
ed the degrees of the New
Large
in
United
left
States.
land
County
Superintendent, June 8
co State University as meeting
Cau.se of Despondency
Copyrighted Map, showing land
the requirements of important and 15. We will be too busy to
by sections and description of
His address is MILLS N.
recognition the University of publish them this week but the
Despondency is oflen caused by inYou can have SALE BILLS
New Mexico has ever received amount given Roy Schools is digestión and constipation, and quick- soil, climate, rainfall, elevations
It means that the degrees of the $1,389 in addition to the amounts ly disappears when Chamlierlain's temperature etc., Postpaid One printed and make dates at the
tablets Dollar. Grant Lands Locating
n
Office. Roy,
state University are now given formerly allotted The Budget Tablets are taken. These move
the
and
digestion
the
10-New Mexico.
Co. Portland, Oregon.
full recognition and credit in of the Roy School board has been
bovvela.
31
professional education in New uivitcu no ooacu cuiu n e cue 111
gwd
shape
to
in
start
tht jtsr.
York state.

? SELLING OUT?
,

i

Col F. O. WHITE
Spanish-America-

j

n

1

THB

SPANISH-AMERICA-

NOTICE YOB PUBLICATION.

Building Business

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
June 20, 1917
NOTICE Is hereby given that Roman
Gal lejíos of Mosquero New Mexico
who on July .1, 1914, made H. E. No
17U70 for
J
Section 32 Township
18M Rme 3')S & Lots 1A2 Sec. 6 T.
Med n tice
17N. R 30E NHHM ha
final
three
of intention to n.a
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described before
Jack P. Mills, U. S. Commissioner tt

for the BANK

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mex
June 28, 1917
Notice is hereby given that William
F. BurrU, of Mill New Mexico who
on Nov. 22 1913 & May 25, 1914 made
UK. Nos. 017150 & 017918 for SWJ, &

EJ-SE-

We Buijd our business by rendering: a
Valuable Service profitable to the people of the
community,
the protection of personal funds.

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

o y G a rag e

s

For this service we make no charge.

reception and a cordial welcome of your
posits, whether large or small.

Cars Housed and Cared for

Repair Work

Make This Bank YOUR Bank

Safety

Paz Val verde,

At Reasonable Rates.

de-

ROY.

Service

NewMex.

No

15751 for

BANK
!llllli!ill!i!lllilll!llllll!lllilllllll!!llilIllllillHII!lllllli!l!!IIIIH

Personal Mention

1

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
'

Rev. G. B. Hall called Monday
with his Subscription to lj18
will read his own paper as usual
and criticise it as he chooses as
wi!l be his right. He ha3 been
doing this continually
since
March 1913. He is running a
header this week on a fine wheat
crop.

ad

Casey White and C. W. Knotts
drove down Friday in the latter's
car and ordered sale bills for a
lot of property of the fatter at
"Casey's" farm near Mills, for
Aug. 9th. some good cattle and
horses will be sold. See later issue or bills,

Ernest Cochrane called Mon
day to get a smell of printers ink
again. He reports no hail but a
good raid Sunday night and an
ticipates a thousand pounds to
the acre of beans this fall.

A Mr. Thompson drove down
from Spriinger Friday and canvassed this town in the interest of a new Catholic publication
which is being started in Colorado to counteract the influence of
the Menace and- - other radical
J. H. Rhyne. and family will publications antagonistic to the
read the
the rest of the elder church. He seems a good
sort and found many friends
year on Route 1.

Perfumes and Toilet Articles

I

'

County Treasurer

Mora, New Mexico
Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.

here.
S--

there.
Mrs. Fd. Lumbard, and
Janie, of Mills were guests
of Mrs. Alex. Holmes this week.
They will join Mr. Lumbard in
Oklahoma and go with him to
their future home in Aakansas.

Henry Farr has harvested 80
acres of his wheat that looks
like better than teri bushels per
acre. He bought the half section
it grew on for $5,00 per acre last
year. The wheat from 80 acres
will pay for it. He has over a
hundred acres more that is as
good or better.

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being!
straightened out and we are also prepared!
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.

StockMarket
With much lighter receipts of
cattle this week than expected
we had a rattling good market.
The dry weather stock from Tex
as was scarce, the bulk of the
run being grassers from the
Southwest and Kansas pastures.
The feature of the trade all this
week was the strong demand for
the medium and low priced
steers with the tops selling up to
All othr classes of
$13.50.
killing steers show an advance
of 25 of 50 cents over last week's
close and a good demand . for
them at the prices.
Today with 3,000 hogs the mar
ket ruled slow and generally
steady. The top of 15.80 was
paid for three cars of Nebraska
hogs averaging a little better

AU

Matter entrusted to

us dispatched with Promptness and
Accuror
Your Business Respectfully Solicited

Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's
Office and Exchange,
Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

PHONE at Springer

E

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
and intermediate poiuts.
Lines conRoy City Exchange,
nected.
Efficient Service- Rural-Communi-

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

Au!.'

'

1917

22,

tention to make three year proof, to
establish claim to the land abnv
doscribed, before Jose O. Romern IIS
Commissioner, at his office at Hilario,'
N M on the 13 ay of Au;', 1917.
Claimant names
witnesses:
Francisco Chavez
E. B. Cropp
Turner Pender
J. M Howe
All of Trementina N. M,
FRANCISCO DELGADO
Register

6--

Claimanc

names as witnesses:

George S Wortman Levi A Hrown,
Harry H Wortman Claude H Har.d
All of Roy New Mexico

noticie ran

Department of the Interior, Ü. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe New Mexico.
June 7, 1917,
Notice is hereby given that
Hattie Crocker of Sablnoso, N. M,

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register

t-- li

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Offlce at Clayton, New Méx..
July 12 1917
Notice is hereby given that
William T ColJiron of Roy, N. M. who
mAujf. I, 1913 aidAdi'l Jan 13, 1315
made H. K. & Add'l Nos. 01623, 0191st.
and NwJ; Sec. 25 and
for
See 24 Twp 20s. Ung 2TÉ. N. M
P Meridian, las filed notice of inten
tion to make three Year Proof, to
Mablish claim to the land above
described before F. H Foster, U S
Comr.
at Koy, New Mexico, on
SJ-S-

who on Aug 2.',
for Lois

made H K. No.
Sec. 26,
township 15N Rane 24E. N, M. P
Meridian has fileJ notion of intention
to make final three year proof to
establish claim to the land above described before Jose G Romero
IT. S. Commissioner
at Hilario N. Mex
on Aug. 13 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
K B Cropp
Francisco Chavez
James Taylor
Claud Vendel
All of Tremsatina N M
FUANCISCO DELGADO
1913

.U9-13-

Register

7--

Claimant namtd as witnesses:
F N Coldiion
Frank Heiman

NOTICE

A S Hoskins
K G Garabrel

F0JPÜ2LICATI0N.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO

All of Roy New Mexico
PAZ VA1.VERDS

County of Mora

Regtstei

)
)S3.
)

,

In the District Court.
Ber3abe Archuleta de Cordovs,

SALE:-3- 20

acres relin

Plaintiff,.

quishment 9 miles of Roy. Over
300 acres tillable, 80 acres plow-

Help Win the War
America United Means
Lasting Victory For Democracy

R

Every Man, Womap and Child can render some

CHIROPRACTOR
(Pronounced

Service in this Great Cuuse.
,

Chiropractic is the Newest and

Health

Í

FOR

L.Hq

Sci-

Begin

Do Your Bit!

Today

Eat Less

ence.

ed and fenced, small improvements. $750.00 takes it in the
next few days.
J. L. Hayes Real Estate Co.

Plentybf mony to loan on
real estate. . 9 percent long
time.
J. L. Hayes Real Estate Co.

vs.

No. 2181

Teodocio Cordova, Eefendant
Notice by Publication.
The said Defendant, Teodocio Cordo
va, will take notice, that suit has been.
filed by Bersabe Archuleta, Plaintiff

entitled cause, being No.
docket of the District
Court of the County of Mora, State
of New Mexico, in which said Plaintiff
pray for an absolute divorce from
you, the said Defendant, upon ih
HOLSTEINMILK COW- :- for grounds of cruel treatment, desertion
abandonment and nonsuppcrr, as will
sale, fresh - more fully appear from the complaint
W. H. GUTHMAN,
on file hereim llaintiff also prays for
Roy, N. M.
irenernl relief.
7
You are further notified that unless
Going Fishing? They have you enter or cause to be "entered your
fishin' tackle to sell at the Fair-vie- appearance in the above entitled cuuse
on or before the 20th day of July, Mil?
Pharmacy.
judgement by default and decree
will be rendered' therein
In the above
2481, on the

w

Produce More
Waste Nothing

It is the Latest Science of removing the true
cause of disease without medicine or Surgery.
If you do not know what CH IROPRACTIC is, now is
the time to investigate.

Office in the G. Kitchell Block
Roy,

ROY, N. M.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Aug. 21, 1917

this farm with the best improvements in the neighborhood and
Charley Farley Í3 a new addi
the wheat up ready for winter tion to our list of Roy
reader?.
pasture for $15.00 per acre.- -

Greatest DRUGLESS

Ju y 12, 1917.
Notice is hereby given that Frank
J Lukasek of Roy N. M. who on Mar
27. 1914 made H. K. No. 017G17 for
NW & SWJ, S25 T. 21N, .26 E.NM
P Meridian, has tiled notice of
tlon to make ThrejYearl Yoof, to estab
lish claim tothe land above described
before F.H. Foster U. S. Commlsioner
it Ins otüce in Roy, New Mexico, ot.

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
DEPARTMENT

T. R. Pint has his wheat on the
Ray place in stack.,. It will net
him somewhere between $30.00
and $50.00 per acre. He bought than 260.

D

Ton J. Tatujb. jr.. Absrtaoto

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

S--

Rev. Hearn, orders the
sent to his father-in-laat
Cheat Haven, Pennsylvania
while Mrs. Hearn. is visiting

tt

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
C.

Register.

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at
Now is the time to buy a bottle of
Clayton, N. M.
this remecy so as tobe prepared incase
June 7, 1917
that any of your family should have
Notice is hereby given that
an attack of colic or diarrhoea during
Mrs. Grabiela Chavez, of Trementhe summer months. It is worth a tina N. r.I. whe an
and
hundred times its cost when needed.
made H E No 019710 and 029191 for
SEi-SE- J
Sec. 11 NEi-NE- i;
W NFi
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Sec. 14 SVVJ-SSec. 12 NWj-NW- i
Sec. 13 Twp. 16N. Rng. 23E. N M P
Department of the Interior U. S. Land Meridian has
filed notice of in
Clayton, New Mex
Office

Eastman Kodaks and Supplies

ü. Strono,

PAZ VALVERDE,
84

Chamberlains Colic and Diarrhoea
Remedy

Perodicals and Stationery

-

All of Roy New Mexico

7--

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines

Office Hours

'9t12

1.30 to 5

N.M.

.

Kl-S-

PAZ VALVERDE,
Í
Register.

The Roy Drug Store

ifc

i

SWJ-N-

SEl-N-

New Mexico on Aug, 4 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
W. R. Holmes
A. A. Himes
L. A. Canon
Jim Chrlstman
All of Roy New Mexico

NEW MEX.

M.

June 23 1917
Notice is hereby given that Luis
Manzanares of Roy N. M. who on
Juna 13, 114, mide H. E. No. 017892
foe the
Sec 34
Twp 20N. P.n2 25E NMPM, lias filed
notice of intention to muk e Three
Years Final Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described
before W H Willcox, u s Comiaioner at
his office at Roy N. M on the 11th
day of Aug, IU17
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose Leon Romero
Juan Casaus
Frank Aldsís Leandro Archuleta

EJ SKJ Section 9
Township, 21N. Range 27 K.
'Jew Mexico Principal Meridian, has
lied notice of intention to make three
vear proof, to establish claim to the
Lnnd above described l efóre F. H.
Foster U. S. Commissioner at RÓA

ROY TRUST & SAVINGS

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior
U. 3. Land Office at Clayton N

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
O.Tice, at Clayton, New Mexico,
June, 20, 1917
Notice is hereby given that
Abraham B Slusher of líoy, N. M
who on March, 23, 1913,
made H. E
J

ROY,

NOTICE

NOTICE I CR PUBLICATION

Proprietor

,

PAZ VALVERDE,

'

Register

ounes'tT

F. S. Brown,
Secrecy

Solano N. M. on Aug. 3 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
Felix S Martinez
Luciano B Etna
of Mosquero N. M.
Marcos Gonzales
Enc rnacion Sandoval
of David N. M.

and LIVERY

YOU should make use of this service we
extend to you. Here you will find a courteous

NYVi Sec 3U Two 22N Rnir 25E N. M.

PMerinian, has filed notice of intention
to make thrveyear final Droof to estab
Ii8h claim to the land above deacribed
befare F H Foster, U S com, at Roy
N M on the 14th day of Aug. 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
Grover C Till
C. D. Horn
A A. Hurford
Oral Deaton
All of Mills N M

(N,

M. Council

of Defense,)

:

,

so

FOR SALE- ;- My ranch farm
Patented land 1,000
acres of leased land, the best
watered place in this County.
I want to sell by the first of
Sept. 1917.
For further information, write
F. B. Cropp" Trcment'na, N. M.

2,000 acres of

j

I'lainfiffs attorney

jy. J. Lucas,

i

whose PoNt Office and office fcddr-Hiis East Las Vegas, Niw Mexico,

a

PEDRO A. OttTEGA
District Clerk.
By Milnor A. Rudulph
,

Deputy,

f

THE

r

SPANISH-AMERICA-

--

1

,

A thrilling mystery story about a
man who lost his courage and the
girl who helped him to find it again
.

CHAPTER XXVI

Continued.

20

"When yon go away," she said at
last. "I want yon to remember this.
I'm going to do my best, K. You have
taught me all I know. All my Ufe I'll
ha?e to overlook things ; I know that.
But. In his way, Palmer cares for me.
He will always come back, and perhaps

sometime"

Her voice trailed off. Tar ahead of
her she saw the years stretching out,
marked, not by days and months, but
by Palmer's wanderings away, his re
morseful returns.
"Do a little more than forgetting,"
K. said. "Try to care for him, Curia-tinYou did once. And that's your
strongest weapon. It's always a woman's strongest weapon. And It wins In
the end."
"I shall try, K," she answered
obediently.
But he turned away from the look
la her eyes.
Harriet was abroad. She had sent
cards from Paris to her "trade." It
was an Innovation. The two or three
people on the Street who received her
engraved announcement that she was
there, "buying new chic models for the
autumn and winter afternoon frocks,
eveuiug gowns, reception dresses, aud
wraps, from Polret, Martial et Armand,
a ad others," left the envelopes casually on the parlor table, as if communications from Paris were quite to be ex-

slammed doors. Harriet used to be
quite disagreeable about It
Sidney slid from tne railing.
"There he Is now."
Perhaps, In all her frivolous, selfish
life, Christine had never had a bigger
moment thun the one that followed.
She could have said nothing, and, In
th queer way that life goes, K. might
have gone away from the Street as
empty of heart as he had come to It.
"Be very good to him, Sidney," she
said unsteadily. "He cares so mucn.

e.

CHAPTER

K. was being very dense. For so
long had he considered Sidney as unattainable that now his masculine mind, c
little weary with much wretchedness,
refused to move from its old attitude.
"It was glamour, that was all, K,"
said Sidney bravely.

pected.
So K. lunched alone, and ate little,
two
.Sidney came home at half-pacame delicately flushed, as If she had
hurried, and with a tremulous smile
that caught Katie's eyes at once,
"Bless the child I" she said. "There's
no need to ask bow he Is today. You're
all one smile."

The smile set Just a trifle.
"Katie, someone has written my
name out on the street, In chalk. It's
with Doctor Wilson's, and It looks so
silly. Please go out and sweep It off."
"I'm about crazy with their old chalk
I'll do It after a while."
"Please do It now. I don't want anyone to see it. Is Is Mr. K. upstairs?"
But when she learned that K. was
upstairs, oddly enough, she did not go
up at once. She stood In the lower
hall and listened. Yes, he was there,
She could hear him moving about. Iler
linn parted slightly as she listened,
Christine, looking In from her bal
couy, saw her there, and, seeing something In her face that she had never
suspected, put her hand to her throat
"Sidney!"
,
"Oh

XXVII.

"But. perhaps," said K- - "It's Just be
cause of that miserable incident with
Carlotta. That wasn't the right thing,
of course, but Max has told me the
story. It was really quite Innocent She
fainted In the yard, and"
Sidney was exasperated.
"Do you want me to marry him, K.7"
K. looked straight ahead.
"I want you to be happy, dear."
They were on the terrace of the
White Springs hotel again. K. had ordered dinner, making a great
about getting the dishes they both
liked. But now that It was there, they
were not eating. K. had placed his
chair so that his profile was turned to- ward her. Post K.'s profile Sidney
could see the magnolia tree shaped like
a heart
"It seems to me," said Sidney sud
denly, "that you are kind to everyone
,
but me, K."
He fairly stammered his astonish
ment:
"Why, what on earth have I done?"
"You are trying to make me marry
Max, aren't you?"
She was very properly ashamed of
that, and, when he failed to reply out
of sheer Inability to think of one that
would not say too much, she went
hastily to something else : "It Is hard
for me to realize that you that you
lived a life of your own, a busy life,
doing useful things, before you came
to us. I wish you would tell me some
thing about yourself. If we're to be
friends when you go away," ahe had
to stop there, for the lump lnher
throat "I'll want to know how to
think of you who your friends ore--all

hello. Chris."

"Won't you come and sit with me?"
"I haven't much time that Is, I want
to speak to K."
"You can see him when he comes
down."

Sidney came slowly through the par
It occurred to her, all at once,
that Christine must see a lot of K.,
especially now. No doubt he was In
aud out of the house often. And how
pretty Christine was! She was unhappy, too. All that seemed to be necessary to win K.'s attention was to be
unhappy enough. Well, surely, In that
lor.

case

"How is Maxr
"Still better."
Sidney sat down on the edge of the
railing; but she was careful, Christine
raw. to face the staircase. There was

the world but of how they looked.
Suddenly Sidney felt very tired. She
wanted to go back to the hospital, and
turn the key in the door of her little
room, and He with her face down on
the bed.
"Would you mind very much If I
asked you to take me back?"
He did mind. He had a depressed
feeling that the evening had fulled.
And his depression grew as he brought
the car around. He understood, be
thought. She was grieving about Max.
After all, a girl couldn't care as she
had for a year and a half, and then
give a man up because of another
woman, without a wrench.
"Do you really want to go home, Sidney, or were you tired of sitting there?
In that case, we could drive around for
an hour or two. I'll not talk If you'd
like to be quiet."
Being with K. had become an ogony,
now that she realized how wrong Christine had been, and that their worlds,
hers and K.'s, had only touched for a

In all

to-d- o

that"
He made an effort He was think
ing, of course, that he would be visualizing her, In the hospital, In the lit
tle house on its side street as she
looked Just then, her eyes like stars,
her lips Just parted, her hands folded
before her on the table.
"I shall be working," he said at last
"So will you."
Does that mean you won't have
time to think of me?"
I believe I'm stupider than usual to
night You can think of me as never
forgetting you or the Street working
or playing."
Playing Of course he would not
work all the time. And he was going
back to his old friends, to people who
had always known him, to girl- sHe did his best then. He told her of
the old family house, built by one of
his forebears who had been a king'
man until Washington had put the case
for the colonies, and who had given
himself and bis oldest son then to the
cause that he made his own. He told
of old servants who hud wept when he
decided to close the house and go
away. When she fell silent, he thought
he was interesting her.
But a terrible thing was huppenlng
to Sidney. Side by side with the won
ders he described so casually, she was
placing the little house. What on exile
It must have been for him ! When K.,
trying his best to Interest her and to
conceal his own heaviness of spirit,
told her of his grandfather's old carriage, she sat back In the shadow.
"Fearful old thing," said K. "regu
1

lar cabriolet. I can remember yet the

Mi I
tlx

sr--

I'm Not Going to Marry Him
Chris."

iff
at

All,

Hence on the balcony. Christine
sewed ; Sidney sat and swung her feet
Idly.

v

"Doctor Ed says Max wants you to
give up your training and marry him
now."
"I'm not going to marry him at all.
Chris."
Upstairs, K.'i door slammed. It was
mi of his filing! tba he always

family rows over It"
"When I was a child," said Sidney
quietly, "and a carriage drove up nnd
stopped on the Street, I nlways knew
someone had died!"
There was a strained note In her
voice. K., whose ear was attuned to
every note In her voice, looked At her
quickly.
said Sidney
"My
In the same tone, "sold chickens at
market He didn't do it himself; but
,"

the fact's there, Isn't It?"
K. was puzzled.
"What about It?" he said.
"Go on," said Sidney dully. "Tell
me about the women you have known,
your friends, the ones you liked and
the ones who liked you." .
K. was rather apologetic:
Tve always been so busy," he con
fessed. "I know a lot but I don't think
they would interest you. They don't
do anything, you know they travel
around and have a good time. They're
rather Dice to look at, some of them.
But when you've said that you've said
it all."
Nice to look at I Of course they
would be, with nothing else to think of

By MARY
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and Napoleonic Styles
Are Engaged in Struggle for
Supremacy.

Medieval

ROBERTS
RINEHÁRT

MILITARY IDEA ALSO ENTERS

Take her In his arras! He almost
He held her to him and
muttered incoherencles until she
gasped. It was as if he must make up
for long arrears of hopelessness. He
held her off a bit to look at her, as If
to be sure It was she and no change
ling, and as if he wanted her eyes to
corroborate her Hps. There was no
lack of confession in her eyes; they
showed him a new heaven and a new
earth.
"It was you always, K.," she con
fessed. "I Just didn't realize It But
now, when you look back, don't you see
It was?"
He looked back over the months
when she had seemed as unattainable
as the stars, and he did not see It He
shook his bead.
"I riever had even a hope."
"Not when I came to you with every
thing? I brought you all my troubles,
and you always helped."
: ' Her eyes filled.
She bent down and
kissed one of his hands. He was so
happy that the foolish little caress
mude his heart hammer In his ears,
"I think, K., that Is how one can al
ways tell when it Is the right one, and
will be the right one forever and ever,
It is the person one goes to In trou
crushed her.

In Any Event Women, Fortunately,
Are Not Now Asked to .Wear
Frills and Flounces, Streaming
Ribbons and Roses.

poleonlc struggling with the medieval.
Both have cohorts of strength behind
them.
The Military Influence.

Between the medieval and the Na

poleonic which still Influence the majority of clothes that are offered this
summer, the new military aress is
wedged. It forms a salient that Is being rapidly strengthened and organi-

zed.
The first woman who appeared in
a military outfit at a fashionable restaurant at the noon hour received as
much enthusiastic attention as did the
young artillery man who stood behind a rapid firing gun mounted in
the lobby of the hotel, with a poster
asking for subscriptions to the Liberty
loan as a background.
The woman who wore the military
costume had Just come on duty ana
was getting her lunch in as much of
a hurry as she could. It amused her
very much that a number of people
thought she was In fancy dress cos

New York. The medieval In dress
dies hard. The Napoleonic Influence
in apparel never really loses Its grip.
It may be said by the historian of
dress that one of these two phases of
feminine costumery Is the basis of every fashion that comes and goes.
The world of clothes has Just ex'
perlenced a mad revival in medievalism. Women of every weight, age and
curve have adopted the gowns of
tume.
Queen Guinevere and Mellsond.
She wore the khaki of the United
Such garments have been cut by
army. Russian leather, low-- .
States
have
they
block,
and
the hundred, in
been worn in all the market places of
the civilized world for two years. The
splendid, sweeping robes in which
Guinevere met Launcelot have served,
when modified, to carry Mary Jane
to the department store to buy bargain shirtwaists.
The swinging sleeves, the loose, Jeweled rope girdle and the straight
widths of deeply colored velvet worn
bv Juliet when she went to the somber
tombs of the dead have been worn by
blue-eye-d
Miss Flapper, rapturously
applauding The Midnight Follies.
"What are the uses of history," say
the designers, "If not to turn It Into
present use?" And so, over and over,
ble."
world of apparel greets the rising
the
He had no words for that, only Httlt of the medieval sun, season after sea
caressing touches of her arm, her hand son. decade after decade.
Perhaps, without knowing It, he wat
The medievalism of the day need
formulating a sort of prayer that not reflect the twelfth century of the
since there must be troubles, sht early Britons. It can go back Into
would always come to him and he
the days of the Byzantium and It can
would always be able to help her.
reflect the colorful glory of Italy unAnd Sidney, too, fell silent. She was der the birth of the Renaissance. Ev
recalling the day she became engaged ery page In history suggests a whole
to Max, and the lost feeling she had field of costumery to the designer who
had. She did not feel the same at all reads It aright. No wonder that we
now. She felt as if she had been wan rnntlnue to wear the clothes which
dering, and had come home to the covered the women of those centuries
arms that were about her. Looking InThe Napoleonic period is as deeply
to his steady eyes, she knew that she impressed on the minds of the design
,
was safe. She would never wither for ere.
There was nothing medieval
him.
nbout French costumery throughout the
Where before she had felt the clutch reign of the superman, but there were
of inexorable destiny, the woman's fate so many eccentricities, such a vast
now she felt only his arms about her, variety of beautiful lines and curves,
Here Is a new uniform for girls In
her cheek on his shabby coat
so much glowing narrative and tragic war work. It Is made of wool khaki
"I shall love you all my life," she romance attached to the sweep of a with skirtlike trousers and long jacksaid shakily.
skirt and the flow of a sleeve, that the et The full cape fastens about the
His arms tightened about her.
dressmakers Inever get away from neck with a yoke collar. Boots and
The little house was dark when they those pages of costumery.
puttees of Russian leather.
got back to it The Street which had
Napoleonic Again Threatens.
shoes, it very short, scant skirt,
heeled
heard that Mr. Le Moyne approved of
Today we are again threatened with
and
night air, was raising its windows for the Napoleonic. We are almost sated a khaki regulation military Jacket
cap.
regulation
the
bags
cheesecloth
pinning
night
and
the
The Dlrectolre
with medievalism.
Against the background of filmy
over its curtains to keep them clean.
beckons; the First empire allures, chiffon, strings of pearls, picture hats
He Almost Crushed Her.
frame room at The madness of Mme. Tallien will not
In the second-storand Oriental garb, she made a delighttime. But she was not disposed to Mrs. McKee's, the baritone slept heav- be repeated today, unless France is ful picture. She was the essence of
skimp as to agony. She would go ily, and made divers unvocal sounds. suddenly assured of victory, when, If simplicity, efficiency and trlgness.
through with It, every word a stab, if He was hardening his throat, and so history repeats Itself, she may go quite
Within the month the desire for the
mad again for a short time, through military costumehas grown so great
only she might sit beside K. a little slept with a wet towel about It
Down on the doorstep, Mrs. McKee the costumery of her women.
longer, might feel the touch of his ola
that one sees all classes of womand Mr. Wagner sat and made love
In this glow of feeling toward the en on errands of war relief in these
gray coat against her arm.
even
lighted
not
and
the
match
of
a
Napoleonic period we are
"I'd like to ride, if you don't mind." with the aid
Women who have been
nvprsn to the laced bodice and the khaki outfits.
K. turned the automobile toward the pencil-pad- .
in ambulance
lessons
their
taking
The car drew up at the little house,
country roads.
driving, walk through the streets
came
now
she
it,
and
Katie had heard
"K."
wearing the full, khaki breeenes
heavily along the hall.
"Yes?"
which the uniform prescribes, and over
she
K.,'
Mr.
woman
for
"A
left
this
about
you
anybody
cared
"Was there
their shoulders is the full, swirling
said. "If you think it's a begging let
any girl when you left home?"
cape
of the French ambulance and avl-- "
"I was not in love with anyone, if ter, you'd better keep It until he's
corps.
atlon
bought his new suit tomorrow. Almost
that's what you mean."
Greeted With Deference.
likely
moment
bust
any
to
out"
he's
"You knew Max before, didn't you?
have long worn riding
Women
But it was not a begging letter. K.
"Yes. You know that."
on
the street, covered with
breeches
"If you knew things about him that I read It In the hall, with Sidney's
cape or a long top coat, and this new
a
abbegun
eyes
you
him.
on
shining
It
should have known, why didn't
ambulance costume creates less at
ruptly :
tell me?"
In large centers than it would
tention
"I couldn't do that, could I? Any
n
years ago ; but
have done a
I'm going to Africa with one of my
how"
cousins. Sha li a medical missionary.
even now It creates a ripple of Interest
"Yes?"
Perhaps I can work things out there.
which Is always attended by approval
"I thought everything would be all It I caused death, I did not meanit to.
and admiration. There are no Jests,
no excuse, but
is
will
You
think
that
mere
right. It seemed to me that the
no satirical remarks, no laughter from
true. In the hospital, when 1 changed the
fact of your caring for him" That bottles on Miss Page' medicine tray, I
the men as these uniformed women pass
was shaky ground ; he got off it quickly. did not care much what happened. But t
through the ranks of people on tne
was different with you.
K. was suddenly aware that Sidney
Some of the deference Is
You dismissed me, you remember. I had
streets.
was crying. She sat with her head been careless about a sponge count. I
that is given to the
to
them
shown
turned away, using her handkerchief made up my mind to get back at you.
red cross on their
the
women
with
You remember the packets 'of gauze
stealthily. He drew the car up beside sponges
costumes or the brassafd of mercy on
we made and used In the operatthe road, and In a masterful fashion ing room? There were twelve to each
their arms.
turned her shoulders about until she package. When we counted them as we
It Is a happy fact .to remember,
by packages.
we
out,
got
counted
them
faced him.
when one is separating the segments
to the
went
I
left,
night
before
On
the
I
"Now, tell me about It," he said.
operating room and added one sponge
of fashion for this summer, that the
"It's Just silliness. I'm I'm a little every here and there. Out of every dozen
fashions vfor women nave
I fixed one that had
bit lonely. Aunt Harriet's in Paris, packets, perhaps,
reappeared. They were ugly,,futue
not
away.
day
went
next
The
I
thlrtoen.
and with Joe gone nnd everybody "
and costly. Fortunately for us, in this
Then I was terrified. I was so fright,"Aunt Harriet!"
ened that I went down sick over it When
season of embroglio, we are not asked
I got better, I heard you had lost a case
He was properly dazed, for sure.
to wear frills and flounces, streaming
being
whispered
was
cause
about
"And with you going away and never and the died of terror. Then I leftribbons and roses.
the
I
almost
coming back "
city. I couldn't stand It I was afraid
Medievalism is severe, even If gor
"I'll come back, of course. How's to read a newspaper.
geous at times. , The Napoleonic fash-Ion- s
I am not going to sign this letter. Tou
this?, I'll promise to come back when know
are economical, for they run from
This glorified poke bonnet Is made
who It is from. And I am not going
you graduate, and send you flowers." '. to ask your forgiveness, or anything of of dahlia red satin, with underbrlm of what Is known as the First Empire
"You won't, K. You'll be back with that sort I don't expect it. But one white straw and uncurled plumes of through the Grecian drapery and to
me more than anything else,
Is In tan and the Dlrectolre severity.
your old friends. Girls who have been thing hurtsnight.
You said you'd lost youi tan color. The blazer
the other
everywhere, and have lovely clothes, faith in yourself. This Is to tell you that pale blue stripes. It has Chinese (Copyright, 1917, by the McClura Newspa- per ojiiuitaw.;
and who won't know a T bandage from you need not. And ycu said something sleeves.
1
else that anyone can "com back.-a figure eight!"
The New 8llhouette.
wonder!
gathered skirt of those "cltoyennes"
"There will never be anybody In the
with the government rec
eonform
To
parand
Tullerles
the
wrecked
K. stood in the hall of the little bouse who
world like you to me, dear." His voice
that all dresses shall be
ommendation
of
finery
the
was husky,
with the letter in his hand. Just be celed among them the
n
de
simple,
a
very
made
,
"You are saying that to comfort me." yond on the dodrstep was Sidney, wait Austrian.
says:
signer
bodice
cotton
colored
Already
the
"To comfort you! I who hate ing for him. His arms were still warm laced with cords, Instead of fastened,
"I, personally, believe tnat tne prinwanted you so long that It hurts even from the touch of her. Beyond lay the has come Into being. The Liberty cap cess dresses with Eton coats will be
to think about It ! Ever since the night Street, and beyond that lay the world is being brought out by the milliners the favorite models. The stout woman
I came up the Street and you were sit- and a man's work to do. Work, and in a modern form which Is still the can wear a princess Une to the best
ting there on the steps oh, my dear, faith to do it, a good woman's hand in symbol of equality and fraternity.
advantage, and the slim woman looks
scant
the dark, a Providence that made
my dear, it you only cared a little t"
high waistline and the long smart In Eton. With the skirts sugThe
longer, I think that a
a
Uttle
Because he was afraid that he would things right In the end.
and
from
line
simple
a
droops
in
skirt that
"Are you coming, K.7"
get out of hand and take her In his
by gestion of fullness over the hips for
n bust to ankle have been introduced
And,
when
"Coming,"
said.
and
he
since,
of
idiotic,
be
would
arms which
designers,
who have usually the small figure will give style,
powerful
course, she did not care for him that was beside her, bis long figure folded had their way in the world of fashion. still not use much cloth. With the
It to the short measure of the step,
dress and coat, an individway he gripped the steering-whee- l.
Broad stripes in taffeta and soft silk close-fitteol
nem
the
kissed
humbly
and
stooped
be given by a smart
appearance
mak
of
can
curious
cave him a
are offered for skirts, separate pep- ual touch
which is flnger-ti- p
coat
on
the
flare
ing a pathetic appeal to the wind her soft white dress.
hats.
and
revers
blouses,
lum
(THE END.)
without trimUnes
Tailored
length.
vere
shield.
If
an
airman
And
And so It is.
out the
carry
only
not
say
you
ming
would
to
trying
make
"I have been
In an airplane above the fashions of
South Carolina has a new aw
com- wish of the government but would be
of
that ah evening!" said Sidney. "I love
battlefields
on
the
hur
to make It easy for tenant i arm the
style feature."
B won't you take
you so much that
merce, his map would show the Na- a decidedly new
proprietors.
become
era
to
me In your arms?"
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GAINS

34 POUNDS

Quit Taking Tanlac 18 Months
Ago Still Retains Weight
and Feels Fine.

SUFFERED

TWENTY YEARS

John Crabtree Says the Money He
Paid for Tanlao Wat Best
Investment He Ever Made
In Hie Life.

pounds on
"I have gained thirty-fou- r
three bottles of Tanlac and I now know
what It Is to enjoy Ufe and good health
after suffering twenty years," said
John M. Crabtree, a general merchant
et Five Mile Station A, Dallas, Texas.
"I bought my first bottle nearly two
years ago," continued Mr. Crabtree,
"and it was the best Investment I ever
made In my life. I began to Improve
almost from the start and three
bottles simply made me over Into a new
man. I have enjoyed the best of health
ever since.
"I suffered with catarrh of the stomach and Indigestion for twenty years
and for eighteen months I had to live
almost entirely on cereals. My stomach was full of gns and I suffered with
awful headaches all the time. I was
nervous and couldn't sleep. I spent
nearly all of one whole year In bed
and fell off In weight to one hundred
and eighteen pounds.
"After using three bottles of Tanlac,
I had increased In weight from one
hundred and eighteen pounds to one
hundred and fifty-tw- o
making an acpounds all my
tual gain of thirty-fou-r
troubles were gone and I was feeling like a new man.
"Although it has been a year and
a half since Tanlac relieved me of my
awful catarrhal trouble and Indigestion, I still retain my Increase In
weight and feel simply fine all the
time.
I've been eating anything I
want in fact anything anybody else
can nd sleeping like a child every
night. Being made into a strong,
healthy man after suffering as long
as I did Is enough to make me rejoice
and I'm glad to Indorse Tanlac because I know what it will do."
There is a Tanlac dealer In your
.

town.

Adv.

Many nn illiterate man is able to
make his dollar mark.
Makes the laundress happy that's Red
CroRg Bag Blue.
Makes beautiful, clear
white clothes. All good grocers. Adv.
A nail will hold better when hit
several times lightly than f It is driven home by one hard blow. ,

CUTICURA COMPLEXIONS
Are

F ORGET PROFITS

Remarkably
Soft and
Clear Trial Free.

Usually

Make Cutlcura Soap your every-da- y
toilet Soap, and assist It now and then
as needed by touches of Cutlcura' Ointment to soften, soothe and heal. Nothing better to make the complexion
clear, scalp free from dandruff and
hands soft and white.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. L,
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
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President Wilson Appeals to Business Interests of Country.
JUST PRICES
Business
Men In

IS HIS DEMAND

Not Take Toll
Trenches, Says the Chief

Should

Off

Ship Owners
Executive
Are Condemned.
Washington.
President Wilson appealed to the country's business interests Wednesday to put aside every
selfish consideration and to give their
aid to the nation as freely as those
who go to offer their lives on the battlefield.
In a statement addressed to the coal
operators and manufacturers he gave
assurance that Just prices will be paid
by the government and the public during the war, but warned that no attempt to extort unusual profits will be

tolerated.

"Your patriotism," said the president's appeal, "is of the same
stuff Us the patriotism of the
men dead and maimed on the fields of
France, or it is no patriotism at all.
Let us never speak, then, of profits
and patriotism in the same sentence.
"I shall expect every man who is not
a slacker to be at my side throughout
this great enterprise. In It no man
can win honor who thinks of himself."
g

Condemns Ship Owners.
The president declared there must
be but one price for the government
and for the public. He expressed confidence thnt business generally would
be found loyal to the last degree, and
thnt the problem of wartime prices,
which he declared will "mean victory
or defeat," will be solved rightly
through patriotic
In unmeasured terms, however, Mr.
Wilson condemned th ship owners of
the country for maintaining a schedule
of ocean freight rates which has
placed "almost Insuperable obstacles
In the path of the government.
President's Call.
The president's statement follows:
"The government is about to attempt
to determine the prices at which it
will ask you hpneeforth to furnish various supplies which are necessary for
the prosecution of the war, and various materials which will be needed In
the Industries by which the war must
be sustained. We shall, of course, try
to determine them justly and to the
best advantage of the nntlon as a
whole; but Justice Is easier to speak
of thnn to arrive at, and there are
some considerations which I hope we
snail keep steadily In mind while this
particular problem of justice is being
worked out.
Promises Just Price.
"Therefore I take the liberty of
stating very candidly my own view of
the situation and of the principles
which should guide both the government and the mine owners and manufacturers of the country In this difficult matter.
"A Just price must, of course, be
paid for everything the government
buys. By a
price I mean a price
which will sustnln the Industries concerned In a high state of efficiency,
provide a living for those who conduct them, enable them to pay good
wages, and make possible the expansions of their enterprises which
will from time to time become neces-

Jst

Ready With Advice.
A grocer man was telling a customer
about some woman who had fainted on sary as the stupendous undertakings
the street He rushed to the rescue, of of this great war develop.
course, and lifted her head from
Must Face the Facts.
the
"We could not wisely or reasonably
!
"It's a wonder you hadn't killed her do less than pay such prices. They
Don't you know that her head should are necessary for the maintenance
have been lower than her feet?"
and development of industry, and the
The grocer accepted the information maintenance and development of Inwith the smile of one who likes cold dustry are necessary for the great task
douches, and went on about how a we have in hand.
man stopped his automobile to take her
"But I trust that we shall not surto a hospital, and how they tried to round the matter with a mist of senrevive her with ammonia.
timent.
Facts are our masters now.
"Worst thing you could have done! We ought not to put the acceptance
Don't you know that when the patient of such prices on the ground of patriis unconscious you should never" and otism."
so on, and so on.
'Tntrlotisni has nothlug to do with
Which shows how the poor dear doc- profits in a case like this. Patriotism
tors are going to suffer from every and profits ought never In the present
woman's training In It. C. first aid.
circumstances, be mentioned together.
'
P. S. Also the poor, dear undertak"It is perfectly proper to discuss
ers. Washington Star.
ns a matter of business, with a
view to maintaining the Integrity of
capital and the efficiency of labor In
Human Responsibility.
"I suppose you think you can reform these tragical months, when the liberty of free men everywhere and of
him if you marry him."
"Oh, no indeed," replied Maybelle industry itself trembles in the balwith a toss of her pretty head. "A ance; but It would be absurd to disgirl doesn't have to bother about re- cuss them as a motive for helping to
forming a man now. Congress and serve and save our country.
"Patriotism leaves profits oi)t of the
the police are now supposed to reform
question.
In these duys of our sueverybody."
preme trial, when we are sending hundreds of thousands of our young men
The Man's Part.
to serve a great cause,
across
"Marriage Is a life partnership!"
man
who stays behind to
no
true
"And the man is the silent partner !"
work for them and sustain them by
When clouds are seen wise men put his labor will ask himself what he is
personally going to make out of that
on their clonks. Shakespeare.
labor.
"No true patriot will permit himself
to take toll of their heroism in money
or seek to grow rich by the shedding
of their blood. He will give as freely
and with ns unstinted
as they. When they are giving their
lives, will he not at least give his
I
money?
the-sea-

s

If I was

the grocer

d sell
nothin'bul

Post
Toasties

SPANISH-AMERICA-

wards paid In money, not In the mera
liberation of the world.
EXTRA SESSION CALLED
"I take jit for granted that those
who argue thus do not stop to think
whnt thnt means.
8TATE LEGISLATORS WILL MEET
"Do they mean that you must be
ON JULY- iaV
paid, must be bribed, to make your
costs
contribution, a contribution that
you neither a drop of blood nor a tear, Governor,
In Proclamation, Names
when the whole world Is in travail and
Eight Propositions on Which
men everywhere depend upon and call
Legislation la Desired.
to you to bring them out of bondage
and make the world a fit place to live
In again, amidst peace and Justice!
Wsstorn Ntwspapsr Union New Strvlc.
Appeals to Honor.
Denver. The expected calí for the
"Do they mean that you will exact" extra
session of the Colorado Assema price, drive a bargain, with the men
bly was made publlo by Governor
who are enduring the agony of this
The proclamation Includes
war on the battlefields, In the trenches, Gunter.
amidst the lurking dangers of the sea, eight distinct propositions and reads:
' Whereas, It is provided in Section
or with the bereaved women and pitiful children, before you will come for- 9 of Article IV of the state constituward to do your duty and give some tion that "The governor may on expart of your life, In easy, peaceful traordinary occasions convene the
fashion, for the things .we are fight- General Assembly by proclamation,
ing for, the things we have pledged stating therein the purpose for which
it is to assemble"; and,
our fortunes, our lives, our sacred honor to vindicate and defend liberty
Whereas, The United Btates Is now
and Justice and fair dealing and the at war with the Empire of Germany,
peace of nations?
and baa called the entire National
"Of course you will not. It Is In- Guard of the State of Colorado to Its
conceivable. Your patriotism Is of the aid, and requires the aid and assissame
stuff ás the pa- tance of this state In other ways,
triotism of the men dead or maimed whereby in the opinion of the governon the fields "of Frnnce, or else It Is or an extraordinary occasion such as
not patriotism nt all.
is contemplated by the constitution
has arisen;
Full Dollar's Worth.
"Let us never, speak, then, of profits
Now, Therefore, I, Julius C. Gunter,
and of patriotism In the same sengovernor of the state of Colorado, do
tence, but face facts and meet them. by this proclamation
convene the
Let us do sound business, but not In Twenty-firs- t
General Assembly of this
the midst of a mist.
state and hereby summon the mem"Many a grievous burden of taxabers thereof to meet in special session,
tion will be laid on this nntlon, In this at the capítol, in the city of Denver,
generation and In the next, to pay for on Wednesday, the 18th day of July,
this war ; let us see to it that for 1917, at 12 o'clock noon.
every dollar that Is taken from the
The purposes tor which the General
people's pockets It shall be possible to
Assembly is convened are as follows:
sound
the
a
obtain
dollar's worth of
1st. To provide, either by the Isstuff they need.
"Let me turn for a moment to. the suance of bonds or by taxes, or both,
ship owners of.the United Stntes and for paying the expenses .which have
the other ocean carriers whose ex- been, or may be, Incurred for the raismaintenance, equipment and
ample they have followed, and ask ing
them If they realize what obstacles, preparation of the National Guard of
what almost Insuperable obstacles, the state or federal service; and to
they have been putting In the way of provide for paying all other expenses
the successful prosecution of this war arising out of the matters and things
by the ocean freight rates they have hereinafter specifically referred to;
and to make appropriations therefor.
been exnctlng.
2nd. To provide a guard or force
Making War a Failure.
"They are doing everything that to maintain order In the state.
high- freight charges can do to make
Srd. To provide for the conservathe war a failure, to make It impostion and distribution of the food supsible.
ply, and the Increase of production.
"I do not say that they realize this
4th. To permit state banking instior Intend It. The thing has happened
tutions to enter the federal reserve
naturally enough because the commer- system.
cial processes which we are content to
6th. .To provide funds for such othsee operate In ordinary times have er needs and uses of the state as have
without sufficient thought been' conarisen or may arise out of the war.
tinued Into a period where they have
6th. To provide for the payment of
no proper place.
warrants already issued on account of
"I am not questioning motives. I the National Guard of the state In the
nm merely stating a fact, and stating year 1916.
It In order that attention may be fixed,
7th. To provide for the support and
upon It
maintenance of the State Soldiers and
"The fact Is that those who have Sailors Home at Monte Vista.
fixed war freight rates have taken the
8th.. To provide for the expenses
most effective means In their power to of the special session hereby called.
defeat the armies engaged against GerIn Witness Whereof, I have hereunmany. When they realize this we may, to set my band and caused the great
I take it for granted, count upon them seal of the state to be affixed hereto reconsider the whole matter. It is to at Denver, Colorado, this 6th day
high time. Their extra hazards are of July, 1917.
covered by war risk insurance.
, JULIUS C. GUNTER,
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Attest:
JAMES R. NOLAND,
Secretary of State,

High Prices for State Land Sold.
Approximately 13,000 acres of state
lands were sold at publlo auction by
Register of the Land Board Vivian,
the parcels sold ranging from forty
to 160 acres, and In many Instances
the price being higher than the appraised value.
The average price
paid being $14 an acre and the highest price paid per acre was $92 for
forty acres in Boulder county. The
location of the land placed on sale
was In Weld, Larimer, Arapahoe, Phillips, Kiowa, El Paso, Boulder, Monte-turna- ,
air of mutual understanding.
Yuma,
Otero, Las Ananias,
Must Have Same Prices.
"And there is something more thnt Washington, Baca and Adama counwe muflt add to our thinking. The ties.
public Is now as much a part of the
government as are the army and navy Geologist After Fake Oil Companies.
themselves; the whole people In all
Prof. Russell D. George, expert geoltheir activities are now mobilized and ogist of the University J Colorado,
of
In service for the 'accomplishment
has been called upon by Attorney Genthe nntlon's task in this war; it is eral Hubbard to Investigate the oil
In such circumstances impossible Justlands of the state and to locate posbetween industrial
ly to distinguish
sible oil fields as a result of several
purchases made by the government complaints received of a number of
and lndustrln! purchases made by the fnke oil companies operating In the
managers of Industries, and it is lust State.
ns much our duty to sustain the lnd
of the country with all the inCamps Chosen.
dustries thpt contribute to Its life as Colorado Guard
Baldwin has seGeneral
Adjutant
In
field
the
It Is to sustnln our forces
lected the following places for guard
and on the sea.
mobilization: First regiment of InThink Not of Self.
fantry, Fort Logan, Denver. Second
pub"We must make prices to the
fair
lic the sume ns the prices to the gov regiment of infantry; state
eminent. Prices mean the same thing grounds, Pueblo. Signal corps, fftate
everywhere now. They mean the eff- rifle range, Golden. First regiment of
cavalry, Overland Park, Denver. Eniciency or the Inefficiency of the na'
tion, whether It Is the goyernmcnt that gineers, Boulder:
pnys them or not. They mean victory
or defeat. They mean thnt America Farmers Urged to Plant Winter Wheat
will win her place once for all among
Colorado farmers are urged by Lou
the foremost free nations of the world D. Sweet, chairman of the subcomor thnt she will sink to defeat and be- mittee ón seeds of the state ways
power alike , In and' means committee, to plant every
come a second-rat- e
thought and In action. This Is a doy available acre they can In winter
'
of her reckoning and every man arflong wheat. J
us must personally face that reckoning
njong with her.
Best Men Asked for Riley Camp.
"The case needs no arguing. I asMisunderstanding which has spread
sume that I am only expressing your through the state concerning
the remust be in the
own thoughtSiT-wha- t
quirements
for entry into the second
mind of every true mnn when he faces officers' training camp, which will
the trngedy and the solemn glory of open Aug. 27, is said by officers in
the present war, for the emancipation charge of the applications to have
of mankind.
hampered them in their efforts to se
"I summon you to a great duty, a cure the state's quota. Maj. A. M.
dignity
and
shining
great privilege, a
Fuller of Fort Logan, who has charge
distinction. I shall expect every man of selecting the men, intends Starting
who is not a slacker to be at my side an active campaign to
secure addithroughout this great enterprise. In tional applications.
The
number
it no man can win honor who thinks of
to Colorado la 152 men.
'
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Canada's Liberal Offer of
Wheat Land to Settlers
is open to

you-

to every farmer or farmer's son
wno is anxious 10 esiaonsn iui
himself a happy home and
prosperity. Canada's hearty

-

invitation this year is more attractive
than ever. Wheat is much higher but
her fertile farm land just as cheap, and
in the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta

160 Acrt BoDMfbrii An Actullf Fret to Scttlrra
Sold at trass $ 1 S to $20 fx Aot
lit" Other
The great demand for Canadian Wheat will
keep up the price. Where a farmer can get
near
tor wneat ana raise uiou ouaneia iu
that's
the acra he i bond to mtkm
what you can expect in Weatern Canada. Wonderful yield alto of Oat, Bwlsy and Flax.
Mixed Farming in Weatern Canada is fully as
profitable an industry a grain raising.
TD excellent irisiM, fall of nutrition, are the only
food required elthor fur bnef or dairy purpoa
Good ichooU. churcbes, Diarketa oonTnntenV climate
so nnusnal demand for firm
MMllent. Tbor
1x107 young men wbo hare
lbor to replace the war.
Write for llteratnrUnd
volunUtered fur tbe
particulars as to reduced railway rate to 8upt.uf
IiuoilgrsUun, Ottawa, Can., or to
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Warning Is Sounded.
"I know, and you know, what response to this great challenge of duty
and of opportunity the nntlon will expect of you; and I know what response you will make.
"Those who do not respond, who
do not respond In the spirit of those
who have gone to give their Uves for
us on bloody fields far away, may
safely be left to be dealt with by
opinion and the law for the law must,
of course, command those things.
"I am dealing with the matter thus
miblloly and frankly, not because I have
any doubt or fear as to the result but
only In order that In all our thinking
and in all our dealings with one another we may move In a perfectly clear

Casta

Genuine

g

Assails "Bribery."
"I hear it insisted that more than
a just Kfice, more than a price that
will sustain our industries, must be
paid; that It is necessary to pay very
liberal and unusual profits In order to
stimulate' production; that nothing
but pecuniary rewards will do re himself,"

f
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W. V. BENNETT

Room 4. Bee Bldg Omaha. Neb.
Canadian Government Agent

Failed.
the office of the
Western Union Telegraph company at
Evan8vllle a few days ago and left a
telegram with Ivan Bennett, the signal
clerk. The yellow man said the telegram was to be sent to Chicago. Bennett hung the telegram on the hook
for the operators and John Black, nn
operator, got It. The telegram was
written in Chinese and Black and the
other operators were unable to decipher It. They got on Interpreter before the message could be sent. Indianapolis News.
Morse Code
A Chinese entered

Druggist's Experience With

t

I

International Accomplishments.
"Can the new recruit talk FrenchT
"No, but he knows how to waH
Spnnlsh."
Rejected cartridge shells have been
bought up by a Jewelry firm and made
Into flower vases.
Don't be misled. Ask for Red Croat
Bag Blue. Makes beautiful white clothes,
At all good grocers. Adv.
The Assyrians are snld to have been
the first to Introduce the heel for security and comfort in walking.
6,000 ILLINOIS PHARMACY

M

year.

Offered, account otber Colorado IntcreHt for ole&l
Colo, dry farm. No agents. B. sisas, iMtis, cd.

ntrfA
tail lUm

Kidney Medicine

I

have handled and sold Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Roo- t
for some time and have
heard customers claim that it bad produced very satisfactory results in different ailments of the kidneys, liver end
bladder. I have nothing but favorable
reports at hand and my personal opinion is that there is not anything on the
for
market that will equal Swamp-Roo- t
disease of the kidneys, liver and bladder
very
is
a
who
and I know of a physician
strong believer in the merits of Swamp-RooVery truly yours,
THE J. M. WATTS MERC. STORE,
J. M. WATTS.
Wattsville, Miss.
Sept. 29; 1916.
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Wataon B.Coleman.Wufc-11.- 1
Ingtun.U.U. BuuUfre. Hlfk-iratsnaoe. Bn mailt.

Tiihsrrnlar

Oome to eool Colorado.
Sufferer
1 UUGIIUiCM 1 oondoot a conrslescent bom
wbere on reeelTe best of care for little money,
lira. Hlmsr Hanson UUI Ilayes ok, Trinidad, Uolo,

Í

Enquire for tbe
Never Break Trace

Fila

Guaranteed

Í

J. H. WILSON

SADDLERY

CO.

DENVER

t.

Will Do For You
Prove What Swamp-RoCo.,
Send ten cents to Dr. Kilmer
Bmghamton, N. Y., for a sample size DAISY FLY KILLER
p.uauipiiriii muw
bottle. It will convince anyone. You
all flies. m,iw
will also receive a booklet of valuable
ornuMDtal,
mrvuiImI,
information, telling about the kidneys
tuto sil wm
1he.
of attUl, eu'taplM
end bladder. When writing; be sure and
or tip orori will sot ootl
t
mention this paper. Regular,
or injur rfayllillii oa
size bottles lor .sale at all
and
Sold bf
uiiMd offoetlv
'drug stores. Adv.
dMlirfl, or 6 font t os

t

fiTJiffi

fifty-cen-

one'-doll-

prm

s

propala

for $1.M.

narou soMua, iso na mas avs., mookitn, m. ,
Where Bright Men Congregate.
A census of Leavenworth prison deCo.
velops thnt there Is only one illiterate
71S E. C M&n. Dearer, Csk
person out of several thousdnd con'PURE BRED HEREFORD
An ignorant', person
fined therein.
BULLS FOR SALE
hnsn't brains enough to get into a fed-erOne, two and threes.
prison. He generally gets thirty
Bee or write us before buy inc.
dnjB In jail. Sun Antonio Light.
.,

The Platte River Cattle

t

Why, Indeed?

'Is this Central 22Í?"

Every Woman Wants

f

'No."

"Then why did you answer?"
A Pendleton (Ore.) hermit recently
died supposedly, poor, but searchers of
bis' cabin found $16,000.-

.

Marine Is for Tired Eyes. I
Sor Eyes
Red Eyes
Orannlated Srelid. Rents 1 Refreshes Eetores. Marine Is a Favorite 3
S Give yonr Bye s much of yonr loTina ear
s a yonr Teetb and with the same regularity. S

tT

I I..3VI8S

CH0T IUT IE
I
i.
1 Bold at Drug and Optical Store or by atall. 1
Fnt leak I
Cs, CMeifa,
I ail Hutu Ere
CUE FM THf

YOU

ETESI

lff

SiiuiuuiiiuiiiiiiMimiiiniiiiiiiiiuiiiimMttiuuiuiil

....

FOR PERSONAL H YC.1FJNR
Dissolved In wmtar for douches stops
pelwie catarrh, ulceration and inflan
nuttuB.V Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co, for tea vsmra.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
sort) throat and sora yes. Economical.
Has

xtmanjiarr

desDWA

sad mmnaAAA

w

VlfeJag3gtrmpepy'. Bmteet'iSow.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

17.
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DO YOU KNOW THE SUMMER PLAYGROUNDS

j
j

t

Take the Trip to Taos"
i

SPEND

SUMS IN TRAVEL
TO
OTHER STATES AND FOREIGN
LANDS IN SEARCH OF 8CENERY
AND CLIMATE WHICH CANNOT
COMPARE WITH HIGHLAND RE
GION8 OF THE HOME STATE,
TO BE REACHED AND ENJOYED
AT A TENTH THE COST.

In the forenoon the Delivery Wagon will
leave our store at 9 and 1 1 o'clock and in the
afternoon at 4 o'clock.
.

SANTA

100-mlI- e

deeply.
"There is nothing finer In America
and little can equal the scenery of
this region," he said, "and I shall come
again next summer to spend more
time In your unspoiled playground. It
will be a pleasure and a service to
tell my friends what this state has in
store for them. The Taos country is
almost unexplored territory for the
motorist. I was struck by the small
number of tourists encountered on the
road, and especially by th j small number of New Mexico cars. In this Journey of four hundred miles we met less
than one car to every ten miles, and
of these probably nine out of ten were
foreign cars. I am told there are
12,000 licensed automobiles in New
Mexico. Of these fully half must be
pleasure cars. With this readily accessible,
mecca for the motorist right at their doors, I could not
help but wonder what the owners of
those 6,000 cars could be doing during
these summer vacation days.
No
doubt a majority have stored their
cars and with their families are enjoying the sweltering beat of some
lake or seaside summer resort. It Is
a pity. There Is more tonic, more
rest and real recreation In the journey
through this northern New Mexico
mountain land than In any seaside resort I have ever visited, and I have
tried them all"
The wonder expressed by this traveler at the small number of New Mexico people to be met in the trip
through the Taos country is felt by
veryone who makes the trip. With
ao much of fine fishing, delightful climate, good roads and comfortable accommodations, and with the vast expanse of splendid scenery so close at
hand, if is difficult to understand why
sky-hig-

Wheeler'e Peak, top of th Taos countryand the hiaheit mount! in th.
Southern Rocky Mountalne.
The photograph was taken on June 18th. from
th top of Red River Hill. 10,000 feet It shows th areat snow field nr.c
tically untouched by summer thaw.
so many New Mexico people, especially those who own automobiles,
have permitted themselves to miss it
The Journey to and through the
Taos country, Including the magnifi
cent hundred miles of sky-lindriving,
through Questa, Red River and
a circle around the snow- clad heights of Wheeler's Peak, can
be made with east by automobile within a week, starting from any point in
New Mexico.
The region may be
reached from the north and northeast
through Raton or Springer to Cimarron, thence through Cimarron cafton
with its massive palisades to Ute
Park, across Moreno valley and into
Taos. It may be made from the eas
through Las Vegas, thence to and
through the Mora valley, at this season colored like a brilliant canvas;
thence over the top of the range along
miles of rushing trout streams, the
Rio Pueblo, the little Rio Grande and
their tributaries and into Taos. It
may be made from the south and west
through Santa Té. The journey from
Santa Fé to Taos is five hours of easy
automobile driving.
More than half
the distance Is through the canon of
the Rio Grande and along a river that
flows strong and crystal clear.
Nearly all New Mexico people bave
read or Taos, its romantic history, its
picturesque pueblo village and people. These are now being made
s
by the group of noted artists
who have settled there. Yet probably
less than 2 per cent of New Mexicans,
aside from those living in Taos county,
have actually seen these things. Not
f
that number have made the
trip on from Taos to Red River and
over the splendid eight levels of
switchback highway built by the
United States Forest Service and
known as Red River hill. From Taos
the road leads across
e

Ellza-bethtow-

world-famou-

one-hal-

sage-covere- d

mesas and through little irrigated

val-

leys to Questa, where in a narrow valley an ancient Spanish water wheel is
grinding grain today just as it did two
centuries ago. "Leaving Questa the
road plunges headfirst into Red River
carton, climbing right up the canon
wall for some distance, with a sheer
drop of as much as a hundred feet to

Harvest is in full swing now,
There are thirteen headers in
this community, and they have
been running a week and it will
be over another week before they
have finished.
That goes to
show that there is some wheat
Some of the
. around Mosquero.
wheat will average 25 bushels
per acre.
The bean crop is looking fine
now, also corn and other row
crops.
Mrs. C. C. Moore is visiting
her son, H.I. Moore, in Dawson
this week.
Mr. Alfred Kress was a Roy
' visitor Sunday,

The Ball game between Mosquero and Solano, which was an
nounced for Sunday afternoon,
was postponed until a later date
because several of the boys had
"Pushing engagements"
with
the headers.

the river, at times, and with bare rock
walls towering 600 feet or more on
We are sole agents for
either side. At almost every turn
vistas open of pine-claelopes blending into rock barrens and on up Into
gleaming snowflelds. The road after
leaving Red River cafton unrolls
.
through a clean forest of massive
pines until it enters thé old towjj.of
Red River. Yo, have seen In motion
pictures the "typical mining town" of
romance. Red River must have been
the original of all of these. Once it
boasted thirty saloons. There are
none now. The gold ores no longer
pay and transportation still Is lacking
to take out the wealth of copper ores.
There will be no more roaring boom
days for Red River, but much solid
prosperity is Just ahead for it.
After leaving the old mining camp
the road climbs quickly from 8,000 to
10,000 feet, most of the climb being
7 9
by means of the eight winding levels
of the Red River hill. It Is nine miles
of the best highway, commanding the
most magnificent scenery in the whole
Southwest. Words nor Dhotoeranhs
cannot convey any adequate impres
sion or the wonderful panorama. Only
the eye can record It From the top
one drops down raoidtv Into Moreno
valley and through cattle ranches and
potato rieids to old Ellrabethtown,
where gold dredges have been washing out wealth 'from the sand for
years and are still doing it. Thence
one may go out to the east through
Cimarron cafton, er back to Taos. AlOne-Pric- e
most every mile of this circle drive
around Wheeler's Peak is within easy
walking distance of a trout stream.
C
C
For half the distance one is in sight
or sound of the water..
"Take the trip to Taos" Is rapidly,
Grasshoppers for Food,
Ages.
becoming a slogan among automobil-Ist- s
Locusts, grasshoppers and crickets
A woman Is as young as she looks
wJio have made the Journey.
It re
eaten In the East, being dried, salt-iIs a trip that grips and makes one
rhen she goes out In the evening; a
ground
Into a powder and made In-- o
aan as old as he feels when he gets
want to go back again and again. It
,
cakes.
íp In the morning.
is a playground as yet uncrowned,
and, In fact, too vast to crowd. If
you have never exDlorerf It. Dlan vnnr
next trip that way. The chances are
good that California, the Great Lakes,
steaming summer resorts and eastern
cities will not see you again in summer for years tc come.

Hart, Schaffner & Marx
and
Style Plus

CLOTHING

Special Towel Sale

We are rather late in getting
the news, but Mr. and Mrs, L. A.
West are the parents of a beautiful baby girl, born last Friday.
The new baby is the fourteenth
member of the family and revived a glad welcome.

FloersheimS
Roy,

Store"

a

2

BE

d,

Harvest

The residence adjoining the
Christian Church, Roy, N. M.
until recently occupied by Dr.
Plumlee,
The most desirable
tenant-hous- e
in town.
Rent
reasonadle. Inquire of
Mrs. F. A. Roy.
,

Virgil Anderson went into
hysterics Wednesday when his
neighbor, Morris Baker phoned
in that an inch of rain had just
fallen on his bean field. He sees
a thousand pounds to the acre in
his day dreams.
m

FOR SALE or TRADE: 3
colts
2 years old and 1 brood
Mills is in line for a Graded
Mr. J, E. Wildman, of Roy
was in this community one day mare. Will trade for work team School with a fine new School
mules or horses.
building in the near future. The
last week.
Andrew Kempa,
School Board has been reconCora, Moore, who has been T2pd
Roy, N. Mex.
structed, Mrs. Ethel Harper, W.
working in Roy, is at home
E. Carter and T. E. McGrath
keeping house during her
The pay car and supply ent. compose the new
Board. They
mothers absence.
She says was with the Polly going to v. wiii try to teach ten grades
the
there is lots of fun about it, if son Tuesday. Supt L. U. Morris coming term with two teachers
you are able to see the humorous and several other department and plans are made
for a really
heads were with the train.
side of the business.
great school the
in

D--

next year.

J

New Mex.

"The

Mrs. Lowery of Las Vegas
came
this week after her daughA good rain would be a great
ter,
Miss
Louise who has been
benefit to the farmers now.
suffering from heart trouble.
Mr. Francis Smith made a trip
Mr. E. C. Hollinger, Assistant
to Roy Sunday evening.
He
County Agricultural Agent,
to
came back with a black eye.
The result, he says, of trying to Beatty, of Onion County drove
crank a cranky "Ford, "- -it kick over from Cláyton Thursday and
is looking over the f wheat proed him.
spect on this Mesa., He. is reMrs. R. H. Thomas, of Solano cently graduated from the New
was in Mosquero Thursday, on México Staje College and a very
business,
prepossessing young man.

Harry Lammon was in town
Monday and arranged to have
his S.A, continue and also a copy
go to his brother W. W. Lammon
at Midland, South Dakota in

2 for 55c
2 ' 65c
2 ' 75c

40c
50c

For Rent

Mr. B. F. Brown made a business trip to Clayton Tuesday.

Mosquero

7

35c Towels,

Supplies
This Store is HEAD QUARTERS
for EVERYTHING in Harvest
Supplies from Eatables to Machinery and Tools
matter what your ends in these lines, you can come
here and be "sure of finding the articles you need and
No

Best Quality at Reasonable Pricer
,

We have some Special
arid next on a number pf

Harvest Prices for this week
articles in our Grocery Department, it will pay you to let us figure with you on your
needs.

'

"One Price to All"

;WilsonComp,ny
Mills, New mex.
P. S. Have you fried our machinery repair department,
for the repairs you need in a hurry when your machine
breaks? Many dealers regard the repair business as a
nuisance, but we consider it a duty to supply our customers with repairs for their machinery, TRY US. .

pa-

" C. E. Perry, of Colorado City,
came Thursday to call on old acquaintances. He is looking for a
locatibn for a pool hall and has
quit railroading.
Miss Clara Martin has her right
arm in a sling, the result of crank
ing a Ford. She was out at Etta
Hornbakers sewing and in trying
to crank up tore the ligaments
of her shoulder so that medical
attention was necessary.

This is made necessary on account of the shortage of help and we kindly ask all our Customers to
please Phone or bring in their orders so the goods
may be ddlivered at these hours.
We can make no
deliveries except as per this schedule.

''4

I have bee?Mromising my

Respectfully,
C. PLUMLEE.

eries each day

Peak.

O

lee Hospital.

Commencing AUGUST 1st,
We will make Three Deliv- - y

Ft

Notice
trons for sometime that I would
prepare myself to fit glasses.
I wish to notify them that we
are now prepared to test the
eyes and fit glasses at the Plum-

ANNOUNCEMENT

É

Becom.
Ing Slogan of Motor Tourists Who
Havt Seen Wonderland of Taos and
Mora Valley and th Splendid Red
River Clrcl
Around
Wheeler's

FE, N. M.. July 19.
the wonderful mountain
journey from Las Vegan through Mora
valley to Taos; around the splendid
circle drive through Red
River and out through the caftán of
the Rio Grande to Santa Fé, a motor
tourist who has driven his car through
almost all North America, called at
the office of the State Publicity Burean here this week. He was enthusiastic, as are all who have made the
Journey through this little known
wonderland of northern New Mexico.
Its bracing summer climate, its fish
Ing streams, its historic .monuments
and prehistoric relics, and particularly Its scenery, had Impressed him

IS

SpeciaL

MEXICO

HUGE

C

"The House of Service"

AND SCENIC WONDERS OF THE SUNSHINE STATE?
THOU8AN08 OF NEW
PEOPLE ANNUALLY

3

EI

Dr. Geo. C. Roberts
Graduate

OPTICIAN
of RATON, N.M.
Will visit

July

27-2-

ROY
& 29

8

From 2pm. Friday to 1pm.
Sunday

at DRUG STORE
All the Latest Styles Shown Z

ü

Guaranteed Work

K"SI

Examinations Free r T
Irvin Mayberry, of Sitka,
Kansas, with his wife arrived
last week and are out at their
claim disposing of their stock
and personal belongings. Mr.
Mayberry 3 in the mercantile
business at Sitka and is dointt
well.
.

Frank Dietterich, of Kansas:
City, is visiting his brother.
uick and wife here. He is a
Soldier boy and discouraged
aDout getting to go on to FranceHe will visit here for some time
unless called to his regiment.

-

Mrs. Dick Dietterich went
Thursday on a business trip returning Friday.
Tennis an Ancient Game.
Is as old as the hills, basically speaking, though It has undergone mnny changes for the better. It
was pluyed hy the Greeks and Itoniana
under the names of "sphalrlsls" and
"plln."
As "pnurae" It Is mentioned
In the Arthurian romances and In
the earlier records of the dark ages.
In the Fifteenth century It enjoyed
great flavor In France, and In England
from the" sixteenth century to tha
present time.

Tennis

A Bird Cage.

If you have a bird, do let him live In
beautiful house. A wicker bird cage
Is not necessarily expensive, and not
only will your little bird be happier
therein, but surely you and your room
will be happier, too, for this Ideal note
of decoration. For It Is the details of
a room which count moot mightily,
and which arc so often neglected as
being of no account. So If you bave
bird, do consider a
cagA
good-looki-

Exchange.

:!

Eyeglasses for Diver.
new eyeglass has been patented
for the use of submarine divers. It
well known that the,: human eye does
Jot function,; jroperfy ,,updler, water,
A.

a

objects appearing badly, blurred and
distorted. ,TW Is due to the fact that
the speed of light in water Is different from the speed of light in air,
find hence Atíé light - rays enter the
eye with a different angle of reduction. The eye, being designed for focusing rays coming through the air
Is unable to focus rays comlytf
through the water.

ARP

YOU ONE OF THEM?

There are a great many people who
would be very much benefitted by
tak.
Ing Chamberlain's Tai.leta for a weak
or disordered stomach. Are you one
of them? Mrs. M. R. Searl, Bajdwins-vill- e,
N. Y.' relates her experience in
the use of these tablets: "I had h
spell with my stomach about six
months ago, and was troubled for two
or three weeks with gas and severe
pains in the pit of my stomach. Out
druggist advised me to take Cbamber-ain'- s
Tablets. I took a bottle VvUIV
i trim a
and the first dose relieved me wonder
fully, and I kepi on taking them until
I was cured," These Aablet do not
relieve pain, but.after the pi in has
been relieved may ptt vent its mar.
.
renca.
i.

T
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